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IDM to Develop
Riverside
Community
College Site
After nearly a year of negotia
tions with several potential develop
ers, the Riverside Community Col
lege District's Development Corpora
tion last month signed an agreement
with the IDM Corporation of Long
Beach for the leasing of the La Sierra
property to IDM for development.
According to RCCD Developments
Corporations President, Donald Zimmer, and Riverside Community Col
lege President Dr. Charles Kane, IDM
was selected to develop the 119-acre
site "because of its sensitivity to the
site, the needs of the neighboring ar
eas, and the benefits of the corpora
tion and the district."
IDM presented the college
with a $950,000 check which, in addi
tion to an earlier $50,000 performance
deposit, constituted a total one million
dollar cash deposit in lieu of a letter of
credit. A new campus conferpnce
center, to be .called The Center for
Innovation, wiUalso be a'$1.8 million
gift from IDM CorporatioA to the col
lege.
Zimmer announced diat the pro
posed plan from IDM anticipates at
least $80 miUioh in revenue to support
capital projects for the College Dis
trict over the next 20 years. The next
step, according to Zimmer, will be
city approval of the project, which
will require approval of a specific
plan, an environmental impact study,
and completion of a development
agreement. The current timetable
calls for all of this to be completed by
-May of next year with construction to
start shortly thereafter.
IDM was one of six developers
who submitted full proposals for con
sideration. Following being awarded
the project, IDM's Chief Operating
Officer and Executive Vice President
Larry Uyeda said, "IDM has a history
of public/private business relations
with cities and redevelopment agen
cies throughout Southern California.
We are very pleased to enter into a
similar working relationship with the
Riverside Community College Dis
trict. For several years the Inland
Continued on page 3
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B y Howard J . Snider

Temecula Valley's Culbertson Winery features award-winning
champagnes and the New Cafe Champagne Restaurant

Temecula Winery to Export
Champagne to Japan
Two hundred years ago, in what isnowthe southwestem Riverside County
area of Temecula, the native Temecula Indians cultivated excellent vineyards
for the Spanish padres. So for two centuries it has been no secret that superb
wine-making grapes can gro\y in the region. It has not been until the last decade,
however, thatTemecula has started.to attract world-wide attention as a rival of
the Napa Valley in the qualiLy, if not quantity, of fine wines and champagne.
Eleven fineries are tucked away in an area along Rancho California Road,
east of Interstate 15 anjd north of Highway 79. The newest is the John
Culbertson Winery, which produces only sparkling wines. In just seven years,
however, the winery (which began in Fallbrook) has eamed an intemational
reputation as the producer of one of this couhtry's finest lines of premium
niethode champenoise-champagnes. Indeed, Culbertson's champagne is about
to become the first American alcoholic beverage ever exported to Japan.
How did all this come about? Definitely not by accident. Twenty years ago,
when American businessm^, John Culbertson was still living in Australia, his
frequent travels to Europe heightened his ^'ready^vid interest in haute cuisine
and fine wines. He-began .a thorough study of wine-making, which was aided
by his move to Singapore where some of the best French wines were readily
available. When he and his wife Martha (ahighly gifted and respected culinary
expert in her own right) moved back to the United States iri 1972,. John Cul
bertson enrolled in a winemaking course at the University of California, Davis.
Culbertson's business at that time was in Houston, and it was there that he
first began making wine in the cellar of his home. By then, however, what had
for years been merely an avocation, had now become a consuming passion.
In 1981, Culbertson started a winemaking operation near Fallbrook. His
first release in 1983 gamejed immediate respect, and both his-1983 and 1984
champagnes won top American honors.
The original Fallbrook winery was a makeshift operation nestled alongside
avocado groves. Family aind friends all. pitched in to make the infant winery an
instant success.
But tragedy struck in 1983 when the.winery, suffered a champagne "explo
sion" caused by a malfunctioning refrigeration system. Bottles Stored for aging
overheated, causing several thousand to burst within just a five-day period.
Hard as the small staff worked, they could only salvage about 1,000 bottles of
the 1982 vintage.
Continued on page 3

IDEAL FUTURE SCE
NARIO: A user-friendly, conven
ient, safe, and comfortable regional
airport serving Southern California's
passenger and air freight needs. The
airport serves the City and surround
ing region as a focal point for com
merce and access to the world's sev
enth largest economy — California.
I begin this-article with a descrip
tion of my vision for Ontario Intema
tional Airport because I am frequently
asked about the facility and its'future
in the City.
Unfortunately, the current reality
of Ontario Intemational Airport does
not match the ideal scenario. For
reasons described later, the airport is
not reaching the positive potential that
it deserves.
I had the opportunity to write an
article for the first issue of the IN
LAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOUR
NAL. Since a few months have
elapsed, it seemed some followup
might be helpful. To quickly recap, in
.that article, I proposed that Ontario
Intemational Airport, currently .oper
ated by the Los Angeles City Depart
ment of Airports, be acquired and
operated by the City of Ontario. It
Continued on pag^ 3
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Temecula Winery to be First U.S.Winery to
Export Champagne to Japan
Page 1
John Culbertson's champagne has graced the
tables of White House state dinners. Soon his
winery will be the first American Company to
export champagne to Japan. The Japanese,
who have tried it, already love it.

Danger of Uneducated Work Force Looms
Ahead
Page 14
Fred E. Jandt, Ph.D., Professor of
Communications at CSUSB, warns that in the
very near future, employers will have to do
much more training of uneducated and
undereducated immigrants to Southern
California.

ROGER DAWSON
Chino Valley Bank, with a capital position
allowing for loans in excess of $7,500,000, is ...

THE INDEPENDENT BANK
FOR BUSINESS
Specializing in ...
• Commercial Lending
• Construction Financing
• Accounts Receivable Financing
• Money Market Multiplier Account
Earn 5100,000 TCD rate on personal and business money
market accounts with average balance of $25,000

CHINO MAIN • (714) 627-7316
EAST CHINO • (714) 591-7591
CORONA • (714) 734-6120
POMONA • (714) 629-4151
COLTON • (714) 825-9800
ARCADIA • (818) 445-7350
SOUTH ARCADIA • (818) 446-3118

ONTARIO AIRPORT • (714) 980-1080
ONTARIO • (714) 983-1390
UPLAND • (714) 946-6921
SAN BERNARDINO • (714) 381-5561
COVINA • (818) 915-8931
SAN GABRIEL • (818) 286-3166
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Negotiations Expert to Speak at Ontario's
Red Lion Inn on October 2nd
Page 3
Roger Dawson chats with the Inland Empire
Business Journal about his work history and
how he has become the world's most demanded
speaker on business negotiations.

PACIFIC RIM OR ATLANTIC

Inland Empire Close-Up
Page 15
Glen Ivy's Founder, Chairman, President and
CEO, Ralph Mann, discusses how he
established the company and why he sold it to
General DevelopmentCorporation earlier this
year.

INTERVIEW

Pacific Rim Investment Not as Large as
Many Think
Page 4
European countries still are our chief trading
partners, and they own much more of our
property than Japan and other Pacific Rim
nations. This is sometimes easy to forget in
California.

Gus Colachis, President of J.C. Resorts
Page 9
Gus Colachis discusses the history of the
company his father founded and talks with
pride about the resort properties it now owns
and operates.

INTERVIEW

SECTION 89 & HEALTH CARE

Ron Douglas, President and CEO of Rancon
Development Corporation
Page 5
Mr. Douglas discusses Rancon's history, its
current projects, plans for the future, and its
"friendly rivalry" with Bedford Properties in
the Temecula-Rancho California,area

Section 89 Is Only the Tip of the Health
Insurance Iceberg
Page 15
Congressman George E. Brown discusses
Section 89, as well as the general crises in
providing health care in this country.

DEVELOPMENT

Rancho California /Temecula Valley
Means Business
Page 8
Jack Gilmore, Director of Commercial
Industrial Development for Rancon Financial
Corporation sees nothing but boom times
ahead.

EDUCATION
Gal Poly, Pamona, Opens New
Hospitality Training Center
Page 17
Cal Poly, Pamona, long known for its excellent
four-year degree hotel and restaurant
management course, opens The James Collins
Center for Hospitality Management.

BUSINESS RATIOS

"NEW CITY TO BE FORMED

Business Tips
Page 10
Rick Lamprecht discusses business ratios as
critical tools for the successful executive.

Temeclua and Rancho California will
Probably Vote for City-hood on November
7th
Page 19
This is the second try in three years to
incorporate the area, but this time the odds are
overwhelmingly in favor of approval.

JAPAN COULD FINANCE OUR
HIGH TECH

Come To
T&ms

CLOSE-UP

Japanese firms are searching for
Investments Over the Next Several Years
Page 11
American businessmen could profit greatly by
attracting Japanese "rust belt" capital, if they
can learn how to negotiate with the Japanese
firms.

THE LISTS
The Largest Hospitals
.
The Largest Meeting Facilities
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Negotiations expert
Dawson speaks
October 2nd
Roger Dawson is the premier
speaker throughout the world on the
art (or science) of successful negotiat
ing. On Monday, October 2, Dawson
will speak at the Ontario Red Lion Irm
on "The Secrets of Professioiial Nego
tiating." It is essential, Dawson told
the Inland Empire Business Journal.
to ,be able to negotiate well in busi
ness. Indeed, he calls it "the Number
One Essential Business Skill."
For eight years, Dawson has been
Speaking aU over the world on how to
negotiate in business. In addition to
presenting programs in 43 states,.he
has spoken five times in Australia and
New Zealand, in Acapulco, the Virgin
Smufsr nays, "I believe it is in the best interest of my community that we file for divorce from the Department Islands, Bermuda and even the Soviet
Union where he spent two weeks last
of Airports. It's time our local airport, whose runways lie smack center in our city, is managed and controlled by
year.
Ontario." (Photo by Daily Report)
"I love die travel, and I love the
flexibility, says Dawson of his work.
ures will go a long way towards mak under design by Caltrans.
He delivers 120 talks each year, forty
- The Archibald grade separation to fifty of them to specific companies.
ing the airport a better neighbor to the
community. Two of my Council col is 60% designed and right of way His clients include AT&T, IBM,
seemed to me then that the airport leagues, Mayor Pro Tem Faye Myers acquisition will begin soon.
Xerox, Unisys, Pac Tel, MCI, Harris/
operator was having difficulty taking Dastrup and Councilman Bowman,
- Improvements on Grove Avenue 3M, Century 21, Coldwell Banker and
the necessary steps to build a new ter have spent untold hours on this wor south of Mission will be bid out in the Grubb and Ellis.
minal. The air{wrt is currently operat thy project. Their, excellent work next two months. This will constitute
lt>4s no accident that a number of
ing at a six million passengers per year -should prove to be a catalyst to make the first major Ground Access project Dawsons corporate clients are in real
level—far more than it's 2 1/2 million the airport's growth compatible with to begin construction.
estate. Prior to becoming a profes
passenger per year designed capacity. our residents' concerns for their qual
The combination of these and other sional speaker, he spent six years with
Nonetheless, I remain supportive Of ity of life.
,
elements will help speed access to the a large real estate company, the last
the concept of local control of Ontario
This progress has, unfortunately, airport. They will not solve the prob two years as the firm's president.
International Airport. The past year been tempered by resistance from lem of inadequate terminal space.
"We had 28 offices and 540 sale
has seen congestion at the facility other agencies that are not even in the
New tenninal space will occur only speople," says Dawson. "It was in that
increase, with traffic through the main principal noise impact area. How when the Los Angeles Department of context that I began to talk to my
entry corridor on Vineyard Avenue ever, 1 look for these difficulties to be Airports recognizes the public's need people about how to negotiate suc
coming to a gridlock despite vigorous resolved as the various parties respond for airport service and acts accord cessfully. I did a lot of in-house con
attempts at control by our Police to the interests of tlie residents in the ingly. The other choice is to let the sultation and speaking on the prob
Department. The airportmanagement area mandated for relief.
City of Ontario operate the airport lems associated with the negotiation
has tried to trivialize the problem by
An intriguing sidelight of my work properly.
process. That's where I developed
calling this semi-permanent traffic on the airport issue has been becom
Moreover, I and others are^trying and learned my negotiating skills."
jam a mere "bottleneck."
ing acquainted with people's atti to represent the interests of this,
Prior, to being* in the real estate
On the positive side, the airport's tudes. A regional airport is something region's travelers. I particularly ap business, Dawson spent fifteen years
compatibility with-Jts^neigbbprs has that nearly everyone wants; they cer preciate the support and concern of with Montgomery Wardj^
made great progress. The steering tainly use it. At the same time, I detect business and business, travelers in
"Although I do a lot of industry
Committee, of the Part 150 Study, little support for the inevitable, less getting the needed improvements to consultation and public speaking;"
designed to help resolve the inherent desirable, impacts associated with Ontario International Airport under Dawson said, "my real business is
noise conflicts between airports, and airport operations and development.
way. I feel certain that my next report audio cassettes. I've sold in the neigh
neighboring residents, is completing
Our plans to create better access to to you will have more positive accom borhood of 180,000 sets at $59 per set.
its, task.
plishments to cite.
and from the airport include:
That makes my cassettes the third
This 36-plus^ month study should re
- The Haven Avenue Corridor, a
best-selling business, cassettes of all
sult in funds to help resolve the chal key future access-highway, is under Howard J. Snider is Mayor of the City time."
lenges presented by having a growing design and bonds have been sold to of Ontario.
A key to successful business negoairport operation near residential ar - fully construct improvements.
eas. The mix of sound insulation,
- Freeway interchanges at Haven
Continued page 22
optional relocation, and other meas and Archibald on the I-10 Freeway are
Culbertson wines are already being
Champagne to Japan... distributed
in California, Arizona,
Continued from page 1
Colorado, Nevada,-New Mexico, and
Culbertson, however, was not as far away as Michigan, New York,
about
to give up. He built a new Florida, North Carolina, Oregon,
Continued from page 1
temperature - controlled cellar into Texas, Washington, and the Virgin
the side of a hill, where the 1983 vin Islands. On occasion, Culbertson
mendous growth spurt, and the La family residential housing. The entire tage was housed.
champagne has graced the White
Sierra mixed-use plan has been cre development will take place over an
The Culbertson reputation contin House table.
ated to respond to the needs of this eight to ten year period.
The biggest news, however, is that
ued to spread, and in 1988, John and
growing population base."
The lease-development project is Martha opened a new 20-acre show- soon the Culbertson champagne will
David.Ball-, president of IDM Cor expected to generate atlease.$150,000 place winery in the Temecula Valley. be shipped to Japan. Ndver before
poration, stated that "Our intent is to million in revenues to support capital The hew facility, carefully designed have the Japanese imported an Ameri
create a community that blends retail, projects for the Riverside Community and situated, has the ambiance of a can alcoholic beverage. Officials in
office, commercial, hotel and residen College District over the next twenty French chateau estate and consists of Washington were so impressed by the
tial uses with an architectural style years, according to both RCCD and all the necessary methode champe- Culbertson sparkling wines served at
reminiscent of Riverside's history. IDM sources.
noise facilities, including storage 'White House state dinners, that the
Over the next several months, we will
Commerce Department and the Inter
IDM is a Long Beach-based diver tanks and underground caves.
be working closely with the Riverside sified development and investment
"This is really a. dream come true national Trade Administration intro
Community College District in fine firm fotinded in 1969. It has devel for us," says Culbertson. "In addition duced them to selected Japanese con
tuning the plans for La Sierra."
oped more than 60 projects through to doubling our champagne produc sumers on a trial basis. The response
Cuirent development plans,- aside out Southern California with a total tion capabilities, the new Temecula was so overwhelmingly positive that
from the new conference center, call value in excess of $1.2 billion. The wipery. allows us to provide a delight the Culbertson winery is now estab
for a heavily landscaped master- company currently has several proj ful tourist destination with winery lishing the export and distribution
planned, mixed-use development that ects in various stages of construction tours, dining,,.lodging and special apparatus to begin routine shipments
will cover the entire 119 - acre site. In throughout Southern California, in events." The new production capa to'Japan.
cluded will be 200,000 square feet of cluding the Greater Los Angeles bilities of the winefy are already pay
Move over,. France! The Inland
retail space, 261,000 square feet of World Trade Center.
ing off. Culbertson produced 40,000 Empire may just comer the Asian
office space, five restaurants, a 230 cases in 1988 and expects to produce market "in champagne.
room hotel, and 1,050 units of multi50,000 cases this year.

Riverside College...
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Pacific Rim or Atlantic Community
The Inland Empire sits only a few
miles away from the PaciHc Ocean. It
is no wonder, then, that in recent years
the business community here, as else
where in California, has increasingly
developed a "Pacific Rim" mentality.
As trade with Japan, Singapore, South
Korea and Hong Kong increases, the
tendency is to image ourselves as
members of a developing community
of nations bordering on die Pacific.
There is considerable vdidity to
this mind-set, and yet it ignores one
enormous historical and ongoing real
ity. For over two centuries, Europe
has been the primary focus of Ameri
can trade abroad, as well as having
been the chief investor in the United
States.
And it still is. With all the concern
about Japanese investment in the
United States, the truth is that Great
Britain has always, since the building
of the American railroads in the nine
teenth century, ranked as the largest
foreign investor in this country. Japan
isn't even second. That distinction
belongs to the Netherlands, with Ja
pan coming in a distant third. In fact,
if you combine all European invest
ment in the American economy, the
Japanese holdings become almost in
significant.
With the prospect of a fully inte
grated economic Europe with at least
partial political integration by the end
of 1992, the European influence on
the American economy promises to
grow even larger before the year
2,000. That influence is already sur
prisingly potent. Since January of
1988, Europeans have purchased 319
U.S. companies while die entire array
of Asian nations, including Japan,
purchased only 55.
A study by the California World
Trade Commission discovered that it
is the British, the Dutch and the Ger
mans, who are by far own the most
formidable of America's foreign in
vestors. Indeed, the study concluded
that the U.S. Census Bureau had
underestimated European investihent
and overestimated Asian investment
by more than ten percent.
So why all the concern about Japa
nese control of the American econ
omy? Some analysts blame a kind of
xenophobia, a fear of foreign influ
ence from cultures deeply different
from our own, compared to the rela
tively homogeneous cultures of the
Atlantic community of nations. 0thers^ point to the prominence of Japa
nese high-tech consumer products,
which have given a high visibility to
Asian trade, while European nations
have far more quietly been influenc
ing the American economy to a much
greater extent. Whatever the reason
(or reasons), it is clear that the Asian,
and especially the Japanese, trade and
investment have been overestimated.
Still, others say simply that European
trade and investment have been going
on to such a large degree for so long
that not one , not even government
economists, have taken sufficient
notice of it.
It is true that most European coun
tries have experienced sluggish
economies over the past several years
in comparison to several Asian na
tions; nevertheless, even a nation, like
France, produces more wealth than
Japan, and the coming integration of
the Western European community of
Nations (not to mention potentially
capitalist cracks in the Soviet block
like Poland) may stimulate those
countries to new heights of productiv
ity.
In 1988, the United States exported

$86.8 billion worth of goods to West-,
em Europe while shipping only $37.2
billion worth to Japan and $1.4 billion
to Korea. The European market, in
other words, was more than twice as
lucrative for American exporters than
was the Asian market.
None of this is meant to denigrate,
or in any way minimize the impor
tance of Asian Rim countries in future
planning by Inland Empire compa
nies. There are enormous ^tentidities for trade back and forth across the
Pacific.
What it does mean is that sitting
here on the West Coast, it is easy for us
to underestimate the extent of our
European ties and our European op
portunities. We are, in the Inland
Empire as elsewhere, part of an in
creasingly global economy, and we
need to plan accordingly.

INDUSTRIAL — COMMERCIAL
SPACE AVAILABLE
NEW 18,700 SQUARE FOOT BUILDING
EXCELLENT CHINO LOCATION
•CAN BE DIVIDED
•TENANT IMPROVEMENT ALLOWANCE
•QUALITY FEATURES
•LOWEST RATES IN AREA

JOHN VANDER MOLEN (714) 628-0519

Introducing a Comprehensive
Occupational Health Program for
Inland Empire Businesses.

HEALTHLINK. THE
HEALTHCARE CONNECTION
FOR BUSINESS.

As business and industry in
the Inland Empire grow, so do the
problems of its business leaders.
But with the introduction of
HealthLink, one of the problems
employers have been faced with has
just become easy to solve:.how to
provide high-quality! cost-effective
healthcare for employees.
Because now there's a hospitalbased "supermarket" of healthcare
services available from two sourcesDoctors' Hospital of Montclair and
Ontario Community Hospitaladdressing virtually every company
health need with the thorough
ness that only full-service hospitals
can provide.
We're here 24-hours-a-day,
7-days-a-week to fulfill your emer
gency or general industrial medi-

<±>Docto:s' Hospital of Montdair
5000 San Bernardino St.. Montclair (714) 625-5411

cine needs that require immediate
attention. And throughout the
treatment and recovery phases,
you're kept fully informed through
accurate, timely test results and
follow-up reports.
'Of course, accidents and other
emergency medical situations make
up only a fraction of the health
care concerns of your company.
HealthLink meets them all, includ
ing rehabilitation and health pro
motion programs, many offered in
conjunction with Loma Linda
University.
And every HealthLink service
is designed to be a cost saving topi

THE HEALTHCARE CONNECTION
FOR BUSINESS.
© Doctors' Hospital of Montclair 1988

for you. In the case of injuries,
the emphasis is on rapid recovery
and return to work. And in the
case of lifestyle modification pro
grams, the goal is happier, health
ier employees who are absent less
often and more productive on
the job.
Whafs more, HealthLink can
further reduce your company's
healthcare burden through cost
containment programs such as
business discounts on health ser
vices, along with our physician
preferred provider organization,
and our employee assistance
program.
Call today and let a HealthLink
consultant help you identify oppor
tunities that can save you money
and irnprove employee health and
morale at the same time.
CALL (714) 988-3895

Ontario Community Hospital (@
550 N. Monterey Ave., Ontario (714) 984-2201
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Rancon Financial's President/CEO Tells of Company's Successes
Recently we spoke with Ron
Douglas, President and Chief Execu
tive Officer of Rancon Financial
which owns Rancon Development
Corporation. Douglas explained how
Rancon began, and the ways in which
it has grown over the last two decades.
"We started in 1971 in what is
now Rancho California," said
Douglas, and for the next ten years we
were primarily active there and in
northem San Diego County, as well as
southwestern Riverside County. Pri
marily, during that period of time, we
bought and sold small parcels of land
for retail and office space.
"1982 was a watershed year
for us. That's when we began expand
ing into San Bernardino County and
Northem Riverside County. Now we
have sizable holdings throughout the
Inland Empire."
"Rancon Business Park, under
Jack Gilmore's direction, is our major
project in the Temecula - Rancho
California area right now. We're^
currently in Phase 1 of what will be a
massive center creating over 12,000
new jobs and more than $23,000,000
in increased county revenues and
taxes."
When asked what factors had
most contributed to Rancon's success,
Douglas, without hesitating, began to
talk about Rancon's history of good
working relationships with the cities
and counties involved in the
company's developments.
"We've been able to get the
infrastructures — roads, utilities,
sewers, etc., that have enabled us to
proceed in an-uninterrupted, deliber
ate manner. Our major successes have
come through worldng with govemment officios to obtain the necessary
infrastmctures without which-devel
opment simply cannot take place on
any large scale.""
Douglas has been with Ran
con since 1986. Bom and raised in
British Columbia, he began work for a
Canadian firm and came to the United
States in 1976 to set up fiieir American
operations. For eight years he pre
sided over real estate operations for
David H. Murdock before coming to
Rancon.
"Over the last half-dozen
years the company has grown tremen
dously," says Douglas. In 1983 the
organization had only 30 employees.
Now we have over 150 people on
payroll, not counting our commercial
re^ estate agents. Even with such^
rapid growth, we have a tremendous
intemd esprit de corps Our policy is
to promote from within, and, as a re
sult, our people have not outgrown the
company and the company has not
outgrown our people.
"Our
goal,"
continued
Douglas, "is not to be the biggest
developer in the Inland Empire. We
want to continue growing, of course,
but only in a quality way. You look at
what we've done so far, the Tri-City
Corporate Center that's underway, for
example, and that gives you w idea of
the sort of project we're interested in.
Turn around specialist,
troubled partnerships, real
estate workouts, private debt
restructuring, chapter 11 bus
iness re-organization and
lehder re-negotiation.
eitPEmEHCED

a efficient service

(71^ 675-6822

MR. IliARC R.TOW

We have patient sources of financing,
and they are willing to wait for the
quality projects to come along so that
their money is spent well."
When asked about current and
future plans by Rancon for develop
ments in the Inland Empire, Douglas
mentioned a 600-acre project called
Stone Ridge in the Ferris area and an
800-acre master-planned community
in Hemet.
^'Looking at the long term," he
continued, "we're looking to do sig
nificant development in the Palm
Desert area."
Douglas emphasized that
Rancon is a "fully-implemented com
pany," meaning that the firm is
equipped to handle a project all the
way from the initial planning stages to
on-site and off-site management of
occupied properties.
"For example," said Douglas,
"we manage over 2,000 apartments in
the San Diego, La Jolla and Vista
areas. We have bought considerable
property in the Woodbridge section of
Irvine, and we own a number of medi
cal office buildings around South
Coast Plaza in Costa Mesa.
"We're always thinking
ahead," Douglas emphasized. "We
always think in terms of diversifica
tion."
Douglas also talked about the
proposed incorporation of Rancho
California and Temecula which will
appear on the ballot this coming No
vember. "Working with an incorpo
rated city will definitely help us in the
area," he said. "What it especially
means is that you've got a good tax
base the more you develop the area.
We're looking forward to passage."
Asked about Bedford Proper
ties, Rancon's primary competition in
the Rancho California - Temecula
area, Douglas laughed and said,
"Actually, it's a friendly sort of ri
valry. We are competitors, but we've
also, cooperated at times to facilitate
the kinds of infrastructures we both
need to go on with our developments."
Ron Douglas, busy as he is
miming a dynamic company, does
have a fuU private life. He is married
and has a son and daughter. He is an
avid golfer and tennis player and loves
to compete in lOK races.
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Turn these..

into This!

BMm

With the Inland Empire's Radio Leaders

99JKGGI

FM

Quadruples
the Music!
For information on how to put radio to work
for your business contact Mary Wade, Locai Saies Manager,
KMEN/KGGi Radio at (714) 889-2651.

Produce Results For Your Business
With Affordable Marketing Tools That Work
k

k

Video Productions

Photography

* Promotional & Marketing
* Sales & Training
* Corporate Communication
* Television Programming
* T.V. Commercials
* HiFi VHS Duplication

*
*
*
*
*

Product Catalogs
Brochures
Calendars & Posters
Commercial & Industrial
Executive Portraits

Take the first step towards results!

You can't afford to wait any longer!
k
k

Call AMERICAN MEDIA CONCEPTS today!
2020 S. Susan St., Ste. B
Santa Ana, CA 92704

American
.Media
A
I Concepts

714-556-7800
FAX 714-556-5740

k
k
k

k
k
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We tried to compare apples
to apples, but they came up
a few bushels short

What does your office
rent include?
ITEM

COMM SUITE EXECUTIVE SUITE

225-sq.-ft. Suite wA^iew
Conference Room
Lounge/Kitchen Facilities
Facsimile Machine
Postage Meter
Telephone Answering Service
Coffee/Tea Service.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Audio Visual/Seminar Room
Mail Room
Two Secondary Lounges
10,OOO-sq.-ft. Courtyard
Large Administrative Staff
Maintenance Staff
4 Line Touch Screen Phone/
Computer Terminal
PhotocQpies (500)*
Secretarial Services (5 Hours)*
Laserjet Printers
Computer System in each suite
w/the following capabilities:
Word Processing
Accounting
Spreadsheets
Database Access
Electronic Telephone Message
Electronic Mail
Telex
Electronic Rolodex

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

• *Allocated on a monthly basis.

"Fortune 100" Amenities Made Affordabie For Smaii Businesses
Comm Centers

ONTARIO COMM CENTER
3535 Inland Empire Blvd., Ontario
Phone 341-0333

1989

Offices Of The Puture

Short-term programs available for traveling executives.
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The 25 largest hospitals in the Inland Empire
Ranked by number of licensed beds.

Rank

Name and Address

1

11234 Andenoo Street, Lome Linda, CA 92354

2

11201 Benton Street, Loma Linda, CA 92357

Loma Linda University, Medical Center
Veterans Admin., J,L. Pettis Memorial Hosp.

3

99<1 sierra Avenue, Fontana, CA 92335

4

4445 Magnolia Avenue, Htvcralde, CA 92501

5

1798 N. Carey, Pomona, CA 91747

6

3900 Bob Hope Drive, Raneho MiCagc, CA 92270

7

9851 Magnolia Avenue, Riverside, CA 92503

8

1150 N. Indian Avenue, Palm Springs, CA 92242-1627

9

1117 East Devonshire Avenue, Hemet, CA 92343

Kaiser Foundation Hospital Fontana
Riverside Community Hospital
Pomona Valley Hospital
Eisenhower Memorial Hospital
Riverside General Hosp. - Univ. Med. Center
Desert Hospital
Hemet Valley District Hospital

10

San Bernardino Community Hospital
1500 West 17th Street, San Bernardino, CA 92411

11

Corona Community Hospital
800 South Main Street, Corona, CA 91720

12

San Antonio Community Hospital

13

Saint Bernardine Hospital

14

Sttn Bernardino Connty Medical Center

999 San BernardinoRoad, Upland, CA 91784

2101N. Waterman Avenue, San Bernardino, CA 92404

780 East Gilbert Street,San Bernardino,CA 92404

15

Kaiser Foundation Hospital - Riverside
108000 MagnolU Avenue, Riverside, CA 92505

16
17

Rcdlands Community Hospital
350 Terraclna Boulevard, Rcdlands, CA 92505
^
'
'. V

Parkview Community Hosp. Medical Center
3845 Jackson Street, Riverside, CA 92503

18

John F. Kennedy Memorial Hospital
47111 Monroestreet, Indl« CA 92201

19

15248 Eleventh Street, VIctorvllle, CA 92392

20

25333 Barton Road, Loma Linda CA 92354

21

17300 Highway 18, Apple Valley CA 92307

22

730 Magnolia Avcnu^ Corona, CA 91719

23

2005 Kcllog Avenue, Corona, CA 91719

24
25

Licensed Beds

Victor Valley Community Hospital
Loma Linda Community Hospital
Saint Mary Desert Valley Hospital
Circle City irospltal
Charter Grove Hospital
Menifee Valley Medical Center
28400 McCall Boulevard, Sun Cliy, GA 91719

Ridgecrest Community Hospital
1081 North China Lake Boulevard, Ridgecrest, CA4)3555

WND - Would not disclose
N/A - Not available
Copyright 1989 Inland Empire Business Journal.
This list amy not be reprinted or reproduced in whole
orin part without prior written premission.

Current Operating
Total Staff Budget (in millions)

Owner

Top Local Executive
Phone Number

AdvcnUst Health System
Loma Linda

David B. Kinrhaw, Presfldcnt
(714) 794-7311

627

4,000

$260

526

1,309

$72.4

459

3,500

N/A

Kaiser Foundation
Hospitals

Ndaou Tobbe, Administrator
(714) U9-S000

445

1,750

$85

CommpQity Health
Corporation

David W.FattOI^ Pruldeat/CEO
t714}7U^3IM«

399

2,500

WND

Noo*Proflt
Community Board

399

1,800

$100

Non-Trallt
Communlly Beard

Mfctoial W. Murphy,PhD, Acting Director
C7M>«5-7I»4

VcUmiuAdmlik.

Robert W. Burwcll, Prceldcnt
(714) 84S-9S00

Aliitrt CMOtnvPradiktat
(419> 344-3911 ,

^

358

1,850

$82

RIvcriMa
County

350

1,400

$84.5

Non.Pron<
Communlly Board

345

1,300

$110

Noo-Proflt
Community Board

Dorothy ElllSy Executive V.P*
-^14) 452.2811

322

1,100

$75

Noii.rrom
Ckimnittttty Board

Rrt SaLtthdy AdrnftiU^ratPr; CEO

321

650

$44

Non-Proflt
Communis Bpard

Michael Schult^ Administrator
(714) 737.4343

312

1,400

N/A

311

WND

WND

29J

WND

WND

215

N/A

N/A

Kaiser Foundation
Hospitals

203

800

$40.8

Non-Pront
t^Uttntiy A(Muf4

186

994

WND

N(«-Proflt
Coannunlty Board

130

460

WND

Katlondl
Mit4li»IKnferprl)K»

110

550

WND

Non*Pront
Comrnunlty Board

Ralph Parke, Administrator
(419) 145-4493

120

400

WND

Non*l*ront
Community Board

Kenneth tSoocb, Fresldeot
(714> 79441147

109

170

WND

The Brothers of
St John of God

Brother FIdelli Knight, Executive Director
(419) 343-3311

99

600

WND

Amcrkan Medical
lotcrnatloDal

86

N/A

N/A

Charter Hospltab

84

250

N/A

Non-Praflt
ComniBiil^ Bpufd

78

300

N/A

Non-ProfIt
Corarennlty Board

Kenneth Cohen, Administrator
(714) 3SS-7104

••

David Seelpy, President; <;BO
<«9) 333-4511

»

Non Prpfit
Community BoaPd

^

Sisters of Charity of the'
Incarnate Word

Ronald Sackflt^Pjrasldeht
(714)945-3411

"

Michael E, MarUey, Preddent / CEO
(714) 443-4711
CharTMJarvliit Director
<714)347.4111

San Bcrkiardrtio
Cuunly

Patricia Slegel, Admlnletrator
(714) 353-4440
Cary Coitonglm^pt'iesldMt/CEO
;'
(714)7»3-?IO3
'

.

Kenneth Wllles, Prcsldenl / CEO
(714) 444-2111Noa-Pront

,

.

,

DonglaaWilsonrCGO
(419)347-4191

' '

Marlene Woodworth, Executive Director
, <714)735-1311 ,
Ken Lukhard, Administrator
(714) 735-3914
Jidtn Rulher, E«ecut(v4 v,k
(714)479-4444
A. Mcchlenberg, Administrator
(419) 444-3551

NOTE; The information in the above list was obtained from the hospitals listed. To the best of our
knowledge, the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy and throughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send
corrections or additions oh company letterhead to the Imland Empire Business Journal, 3535 Inland Empire
Boulevard, Ontario, CA 91764.
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Raecho California's Time Has Come
By Jack Gilmore - Director of Commercial/Industrial Development
Rancon Financial Corporation

Rancho Califomia/Temecula Valley
means business.
For years this master-plaimed com
munity lay quietly amidst speculation
of future growth. Today, those vi
sions are fast becoming a reality as the
once sleepy valley has awakened to an
average annual growth rate exceeding
9% or about 10,000 new residents per
year, according to census and Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce
reports.
This population surge is serving as
a catalyst Jor an economy that is far
outpacing the state and nation, and a
workforce boasting 500,000 skilled
laborers within a 40-minute radius,
according to Economics Research
Associates and Rancho California
Economic Development Committee
reports.
As the work force grows, and resi
dential building continues, develop
ment trends in die area are expanding
from commercial/retail centers to
light industry and high technology
facilities.
"We find this typical of growth
patterns in Southern California,"
noted Senator Marian Bergeson who
represents Rancho California area in
the 37th State Senate District. "Often
times the residential base ultimately
will attract support services which, in
tum, help establish a strong economic
base as new and established industry
seek to capitalize on the growing labor
pool."
This trend is evident in Rancho
Califomia/Temecula Valley where in
the first six months of 1989, approxi
mately 600,000 square feet of new
industrial space was absorbed, accord

ing to Mountain West, a.leading real
estate research firm.
According to Mountain West, in
dustrial inventory, which stood at just
over 3,000,000 square feet in Decem
ber 1987, has grown by a third to more
than 4,155,000 square feet in the 18month period ending June 30, 1989.
Industrial demand had outstripped
supply, with occupancy levels now
topping 91%. The area's established
existing inventory is showing an oc
cupancy rate of 96.6%, while initial
lease-up space is approximately 75%
occupied.
Lot sales for commercial and in
dustrial property is also a hot market
in the Rancho Califomia area. Less
than a week after Rancon informally
began marketing the initial phase of
the 590-acre Rancon Business Center,
the firm had received sales and option
offers on all 32 lots placed on the
market. Bedford Properties has met
with similar success in marketing the
latest phases of North Jefferson Busi
ness Park, and Signal Landmark has
sold all available lots in the Rancho
Murrieta Business Park.
As the industrial base of the area
grows so does the demand for office
space. From an inventory base of
332,944 square feet in December
1987, the office market in the Rancho
Califomia area had almost doubled to
649,003 square feet in just 18 months.
Existing office buildings, versus those
in the initial lease-up phase, have tra
ditionally enjoyed dmost full occu
pancy. The area's 347,429 square feet
of existing space is presently 97%
occupied (June 30, 1989). Properties
in the initial lease-up phase, some
301,574 square feet, are presently

56.4% occupied, according to Moun
tain West.
Office absorption exceeded
68,000 square feet during the first half
of 1989. Projections call for an aver
age quarterly absorption of approxi
mately 56,000 square feet for each of
the next eight quarters. At this absorp
tion rate, aU the currently available
office space will be absorbed within
nine months.
While most of the retail growth in
Rancho Califomia/Temecula Valley
is targeted for neighborhood shopping
centers, this area is also attracting the
attention of large-scale retail develop
ers. There are currently four develop
ment companies planning major re
gional malls in the Rancho California/
Temecula Valley area, and a total of
10 malls are on the planning boards
for southwestern Riverside County.
A Canadian-based firm, TripleFive Corp, has contracted to purchase
property and is planning a 2.7 million
square foot "mega mall" - the largest
in Southern Califomia - near the inter
section of Clinton Keith Road and I15 in Murrieta.
The first phase of a one million
square-foot regional mall by Bedford
Properties on Ynez Road in Rancho
Califomia is expected to break ground
in 1990, according to officials at
Bedford's local offices.
In addition, a 40-acre auto park
that will feature up to eight dealer
ships representing 12 to 15 brand
names is under constmction on Ynez
Road, and a 100,000 square foot home'
improvement and auto service center
is underway on an adjacent 16-acre
parcel.
The majority of commercial indus

trial development is taking place
along the 1-15 corridor, north of the
community of Temecula. Rancon
Business Center is located in the heart
of this fast-developing economic re
gion, and a detailed master-plan is
now being implemented on 590 acres
fronting on the area's major thorough
fare, Jefferson Avenue.
Rancon Business Center is de
signed to incorporate up to 7,000,000
square feet of planned light industrial,
office and retail space in a campus
setting. Rancon has fashioned the
project to integrate an active business
environment with pristine landscapes,
lush open space, soothing water fea
tures and natural hillside areas.
The project will feature a variety
of commercial industrial product
ranging from finished lots, retail space
and build-to-suits to light industrial
distribution centers, major assembly
plants, and corporate offices. Large
companies will also have the option of
creating "super block" campus parks
in the showcase business park.
Like other master-planned proj
ects in the Rancho Califomia/Teme
cula Valley, Rancon Business Center
will be developed under a phased
program. The first phase, now under
construction, will include more than
50 finished lots and three industrial
buildings.
At full build-out, Rancon Business
Center is expected to create more than
12,000 jobs and over $23,000,000 in
increased county revenues and taxes.
Considering the area's ever-in
creasing demand for all varieties of
commercial product, Rancon Busi
ness Center could build-out sooner
than expected because it appears that
the Rancho Califomia/Temecula Val
ley is an area that really means busi
ness.
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Gus Cblachis Tells of J.C. Resorts* Plans
In a recent interview with the Inland Empire Business Journal, Gus
Colachis, President of J. C. Resorts, talked about J. C.-Resorts and the properties
it manages.
"We are a closely-held family company, not a high-profile company,"
Colachis is quick to point out in the begirmihg. "The company was founded by
my father, who was a developer in Phoenix. We do business in California now,
but we still maintain the small family company atmosphere within the company
structure and, hopefully, in the services we offer our customers.at our various
locations.
"We are. what our employees are, so we spend a'lot of time on training
and human resources. We db everything we can to promote from within. We're
constantly conducting focus groups and cross-training."
J. C. Resorts has purchased the Surf and Sand Hotel in Laguna Beach.
The hotel is now being renovated and will be fully open for business this fall.
In 1975, the company bought the Rancho Bernardo Inn. Its most recent acqui
sition is the Temecula Creek Inn, which was acquired in 1986.
The Temecula Creek Irm, when J. C. Resorts bought the property three

The Benefit
of Experience

State Fund has been serving the workers' compensation
insurance needs of California business owners for 75 years.
Our San Bernardino Office provides local loss control, claims
and account management, medical cost containment,
rehabilitation and legal services to San Bernardino and Inyo
county employers.
The Stone House interior reflects its rustic simplicity as a
tufn-of-the-century stone quarry dining hall.
years ago after the previous owner had passed away, already had a first-rate golf
course on its grounds. Colachis said that J. C. Resorts spent 2 million dollars
renovating the restaurant and all the rooms, preserving its rustic atmosphere
while providing the most mpdem of conveniences.
"We now have a great management team at Temecula Creek," said
Colachis. "Dean Manning, our General Manager, is'doing a wonderful job, as
are all the people working under him. We're just now adding nine new holes
to the golf course. They 're being designed by Ted Robinson, a very well-known
course designer, and the project should be completed by the first of the year.
"We now have excellent meeting facilities, a 2,788 square foot room
that can easily seat 200 people for a banquet and 300 people for a stand-up
reception. In addition, Wfc have three 300 square foot conference rooms. We're
extremely proud of what we'vc.been able to do there."
J. C. Resorts has also recently received approval to build a luxury hotel
in La Jolla, said Colachis. Construction is scheduled to begin in 1991.
"Gro.wth, per se, is not our goal," Colachis emphasized. "Whatever we
build, we plan to keep. We want to grow—^not just for growA's sake, but only
when it makes sense."
Continued on page 25

Barry Katz Appointed to Mira Loma office of
Mechanics National Bank
Mechanics National Bank, with offices of Riverside, San Bernardino, Los
Angeles and Orange Counties, recently armounced the reinstatement of Barry
S. Katz as Vice President and Corporate Development Officer. He originally
joined the bank in 1985.
Mr. Katz is returning to assume his previous duties after a brief absence
during which he pursued other endeavors. His current assignment will be in the
Mira Loma office from where he will work to enable Mechanics National Bank
to better serve the dynamic growth of both business and population in the Inland
Empire.
Mechanics National Bank is headquartered in Paramount, California, and
specializes in Small Business Administration and other business loans.

Ontario S & L to be aquired by Union Fed
Union Fed Financial Corporation (NYSE:UFF), the-parent company of
Union Federal Savings Bank, has entered into an agreement in principle to
acquire Ontario Savings and Loan Assocaition. Upon approval by federal and
state regulators, Ontario Savings' five inland Empire offices will be added to
Union Federal's current 21 locations throughout Southern California.
Ontario Savings was founded in 1960, and has offices in Ontario, Chino,
Rancho Cucamohga, Colton and Vucaipa. Current assets, are $115 million.
Mike Kelber, chairman of the board and president of Ontario Savings and
Loan, said of the acquisition, "I am very happy with the proposed merger.
Union Federal comes closest to operating with the same degree of integrity and
customer service that has been Ontario Savings and Loan's business philosophy
for close to 30 years."
Union Federal has assets of $2.4 billion and has recently been listed as the
fourth-ranked^nancial institution in profitability in the state of California over
the last two years.

Put the State Fund experience to work for you,
call 714-384-4583.
375 West Hospitality Lane
San Bernardino, CA 92408

PUBLISH A
NEWSWORTHY
NEWSLETTER
^fjjk

1 # O 11 That's the low per-copy,per-page total for your
#
r W very good-looking new Company Newsletter,
-1
# O
• Custom-tailored, printed, ready to mail - a
I
•
' £m
H small price for powerful selling in your Com
pany's marketplace. Includes: • Crisp, Award-wihning"promotional writing and graphic
design • A title-name, if you don't already have One • New Masthead design and art for
on-going use • Dramatic "grabber"-headlines highlighting professionally edited stories
from your news information sheet - just "give us the facts" • Typeset • Line Art spots
to illustrate feature stories • 5,000 mini0(C4 flO'TT
mum printed, ready to mail • Call now:
I• •
/CUT "Ulf / /

GOOD NEWSLETTERS DON'T COST. THEY PAY.
OT
TECHNOLOGIES IN MARKETING, INC.
1820 E. Garry / Santa Ana, CA 92705
A FULL SERVICE COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
• Direct Response Marketing • Media Buying • Advertising Campaigns
, Radio & TV Commercials • Sales Suppqrt Literature • Corporate Identity
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Ratios, Ratios, Ratios!
Manage Better with Ratios

Business ratios are important
executive tools. But they are proba
bly the most under valued tools of the
entire executive tool box. Appropri
ate use of ratios has demonstrated
repeatedly to be the key to gaining
visibility of changes to the business
for successful executives.
Ratios often provide insight
to the business direction before other
indicators have signaled. Ratios and
monthly financial information, when
graphed, reyeal important business
information from a fresh perspective.
The Profit and Loss State
ment and Balance Sheet are obscure
to many executives. But when the
monthly data is plotted, when similar
categories of data are placed column
after column from consecutive peri
ods onto a spreadsheet, or when the
data is analyzed by ratios, the obscu
rity gives way to intelligibility, un
derstanding, and decision making
power.
A Fre.sh Perspective on Re
ports:
The standard reports for your
business are the Profit and Loss State
ment (P&L) and the Balance Sheet.
Speaking metaphorically, they serve
as two of the most important financial
instruments on the "instrument
panel" of the business "aircraft" you
are flying as the "pilot".
The P&L is the speed indica
tor of the business you are flying
and the Balance Sheet is the map of
information detailing your current
location status and operating condi
tion.
Your cash balance is your al
timeter, measuring the height above
danger. With large cash balances,
your aircraft has greater ease in han-

BY Rick Lamprecht
dling business turbulence and can
maintain higher cruising speeds. At a
lower cash altitude the wing tips may
encounter unexpected ground ob
stacles. You must fly slower.
Your business ratios are your
rate of change indicators. They signal
profit acceleration, a progressive
climb to higher altitudes, or an ever so
slight drift from' die charted course.
They can signal changes in business
operating condition, internal ex
penses going out of control, and even
external market shifts.
Leading Indicator Ratios:
Ratios are not only descrip
tive of past performance; they can also
signal future difficulty as a leading
indicator for the firm.
One leading Southern Califor
nia supplier of oil field drilling equip
ment tecame a true believer in the sig
nificance of ratios in August, 1980.
The firm was in the process of com
pleting its most successful year in the
company's history: revenues were
strong, profits were record-breaking,
and expansion plans were being accel
erated.
The marketing executive was
graphing his company's ratios, only to
discover an extremely significant
curve. He had identified the collapse
of his company's domestic oil field
markets... fully six months before the
balance of the industry had recognized
it.
The significance of this re
markable information thundered
down the hallways of the company. It
literally caused management to
change its agenda from strategies of
growth to strategies of survival. As
sertive executive action resulted in
factory expansion plans to be

STOP LEAKS & CORROSION

SEAL COAT

IS THE IDEAL LINING FOR:

Fuel Oil Tanks • Concrete Pipes • Water Storage Tanks
Ship Bottoms • Pumping Stations • Exterior Pipeline Coatings, • Cement Plants
Foam Insulation Coatings • Gates, Valves and Pumps • Acid Tanks
Garbage Trucks and Dumpsters • Dry Docks, Barges • Processing Plants
Dairies and Feed Yards • Railroad Cars and Trucks
Toxic & Hazardous Waste Dumps
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cancelled, in spite of current record- zation strategy.
breaking shipments.
One tool. Relative Capital, is
What was this ratio that closely related o the 100% Statement.
alerted the company executives to It helps improve asset utilization for a
structural changes in the marketplace? firm lauded as one of the top five best
What is this ratio that is frequently a managed companies in America.
leading indicator of financial trouble Relative Capital is a restatement of
the balance sheet as a percent of reve
to come?
*
The ratio, plotted monthly, nue on a monthly basis. All months
was simply a calculation of the firm's are side by side to reveal any impor
percent change in backlog (new book tant subtle shifts in asset and debt
ings minus revenue divided by exist utilization that Balance Sheet infor
ing backlog). While the ratio is intel mation alone will not reveal.
lectually simple, it is not regularly
Used in forecasting. Relative
plotted by many firms. This is be Capital helps judge the amount of in
cause bookings information, often creased capital required to achieve
considered the domain of the sales forecast revenue. The time to dis
department is not compared with reve cover that a firm's requirements for
nues, the domain of the accounting de capital which fall outside the ability to
partment. Backlog is generally of finance a strong growth plan is before
interest to the production function, the starting gun is fired, not afterprimarily to schedule resources.
Continued on page 25
Profit Indicators:
Cost changes can be revealed
by several indicators. One favorite
used by banks is the 100% Statement.
It is the restatement of all P&L catego
ries as a percentage of the month's
revenue. Displayed side-by-side on a
monthly basis, any cost changes rela
tive to revenues which deviate from
the norm can be quickly analyzed.
Another ratio. Value Added
divided bv Revenue; may signal a shift
in product mix or "make versus buy"
decisions in manufacturing. Dramatic
reductions in v^ue added, defined as
revenue minus material purchases,
may affect the firm's cost structure.
Mea.sure.s of Capital Utiliza
tion:
The Balance Sheet is a state
ment of the capital condition of the
firm at a single point in time. The ef
fective relationship of the various
Rick Lamprecht is a leading
Categories of assets, liabilities, and independent business consultant. He
equity to the revenues which they invites reader comment by calling
serve are key to appropriate capitali (714) 855-6060 or (714) 329-3718.

TAKE YOUR
COMPANY
FOR A RIDE

A VERSATILE URETHANE COATING WITH
TRUE 100% SOLIDS PERFORMANCE
Seal Coat provides:
- 0% VOC. no solvents whatsoever
- Cold Spray applied at virtually any thickness in one coat
- Abrasion resistance and low surface friction in one cost
- Elastomeric flexibility and eiongation
- Excellent adhesion to steel, wood, aluminum, fiberglass and concrete
- Unsurpassed resistance to acids, aikaiies, fresh & saitwater and
crude oils
- Lowest material prices and 100% solids urethanes
- The fastest application rate in the industry
- Immersion services within hours of application

(714) 556-4917

IN THE INLAND EMPIRE'S
ULTIMATE
ADVERTISING VEHICLE!
- Leading Business Circulation in the Inland Empire
- Exclusively Reaching Top Professional Management

ADVERTISING DEADLINE OCT 6,1989
Call ( 7 1 4 ) 5 5 6 - 4 9 1 7
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Aging Japanese Firms May Finance U.S. High Tech
When the Fontana Kaiser Steel
Plant closed its doors, it was only one
amongst hundreds of examples of oldline American "rust-belt" industries
finally calling it quits and admitting
that the era of heavy manufacturing
had given way to the high technology
sector of the economy. The trouble
most American steel, mining and
heavy manufacturing companies
found themselves in was that they had
been artificially stimulated originally
by World War II production and had
kept going since 1945 on borrowed
capital. They had, therefore, by the
1970's and 1980*s, no choice except
to cut back drastically or shut down.
Across the Pacific in Japan, how
ever, it has been a different story.
Heavy manufacturing in Japan was
built with cash, not borrowed capital.
Now that Japanese "rust belt" compa
nies no longer-possess the markets
they used to have, they, unlike their
American counterparts, are not facing
cutbacks or closures. Indeed, their
situation is quite-the contrary. Sluggish manufacturing compa
nies in J^apap have capital reseives,
and they are looking around for new
places to invest that capital now that
their own industries are dying out.
The Japanese companies have every
intention of becoming fuUy diversi
fied corporations within the next dec
ade.
One result of this trend could mean
extraordinary advantages for new
Ahaerican high-technology industries
in need of capital investment. There
are several indications that the oldline Japanese companies will be able
and willing to invest in American
ventures if American companies ac
tively seek such investment in the
right way.
Experts estimate that by the year
2000, up to half of the revenue of the
top five Japanese steel companies
(Kawasaki, Kobe, Nippon, NIK and
Sumitomo) will be diversified into
businesses other than steel. The
amount of capital available for invest
ment could be as high as $25 billion if
not more.
Japanese industry has perfected
high efficiency and mass production,
so it is logical that as older manufac
turing companies begin phasing out
their heavy industry, ^ey wiU be look
ing for areas where Aey can apply that
same expertise in a different context.
The obvious candidates are electron
ics, advanced materials development
and biotechnology. These are all ar
eas where capital-hungry American
companies could take advantage of
Japanese investment.
The negotiations and the nature of
the agreements, however, will be of a
very different style than that Ameri
can firms are used to as they seek out
venture capital within the United
States. Here in this country, the rules
of the venture capital game are to
demonstrate to potential investors the
quickest possible return on invest
ment. In negotiating for available
Japanese capital, American compa
nies will need to play by another set of
rules.
Daniel Hefier, director of global
sourcing for Arthur D. Little, Inc. in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, says,
"Asian capital does not have a 9Q-day
mentality. It is patient money." In
other words, it is The ultimate, longterm value of the technology that in
terests the Japanese, not a quick turn

around on the dollar.
Experts who have observed Ameri
can firms negotiating for Japanese
capital have already noted the same
critical difference between American
and Japanese investors. Americans
have tried to demonstrate how quickly
they can turn a profit for their inves
tors, but that is not what attracts the
Japanese investor with years of expe
rience in heavy industrial concerns.
What he wants to see is the long-term
value of the technology. Whatever
deal is made, therefore, mustfie priced
on the basis of mutual understanding
of the technology involved and its
long-term potential, not on the basis
of how quickly the investor can make
a handsome profit. Several attempts

at negotiations with the Japanese have
already failed becuuse American busi
nessmen dp not recognize this critical
factor.
As in any business negotiation, the
negotiation must be conducted from a
position of strength. The potential
Japanese investor does not see an
oyef-eager American firm promising
a quick profit as negotiating from a
strong position. Instead, he sees, at
best, blundering and at Worst, des
peration. When, however, the Ameri
can negotiator emphasizes the longrange value of the technology in
volved and bases his negotiating posi
tion on that platform, the older Japa
nese firms take careful notice.
As Inland Empire companies move

ITS to P.M....
MAJLIS?

into the 1990's, they would do well to
bear in mind that Japanese money is
available for investment in high-tech
areas — if American negotiators can
adjust their negotiating style.

FOR RENT
This Space As Low As
$78.15 Per Month
12 Month Lease
Call JEFF

(714) 556-4917

Getting mail out
is a lot like
raising teenagers.
You worry,
you fret, you
wonder if they'll
be home on time.
Just like your
direct mail...
you need it to
be on time.

Put Your Advertising Message
in the Hands of the Prospects You Want.
When You Want to Reach Them.
From Printing to Post Office
We Can Get the Job Done for You.
• Selected Mailings

• Mailing Labels Only
• Full-Service Mailing

• Resident/Occupant
• Political
• Business

e Affix Label

• inserts
• Seal
• Sort
• Bundle
• Tie/Tag
• Post Office Delivery
• Postage IVIachine
• Bulk/Carrier Pre-Sort
M- fvlaster Client File Set-Up
• Personalization
• Word-Processing

m

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Doctors
Dentists
Attorneys
Accountants
Retail '
Insurance
Title/Real Estate
Finance/Credit
Contractors
Auto
Sales
Computer
Chamber.of Commerce
Members
• Plus Many More

• Lists
Provided By You
• Computer Maintained
• Confidential
• Additions,
Corrections,
Deletion
• Full Computer
Print-Out
• All Mailing Services

Synergistic Maiiing Services
3273
Jfussell Street
32731Russell

Riverside, CA 92501

)683-0204

(714
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Coming to the
Sonoma County
Wine Country?
Come,to the Sheraton
on United Express —
direct from LAX

Bring this ad with you to g6t your roont,
tax, and a free buffet breakfast with each
night's stay for only $79 pfer night, and a
glass of fine Sonoma County wine to
welcome you to the Sheraton.

*

you stay for business or
extras.

3490
3492
3494
3496

BAE-146
BAE-146
BAE-146
BAE-146

0
0
0
-0

X67
D
D
X67

3491
3493
3495
3497

BAE-146
*BAE-146
BAE-146
BAE-146

0
0
0
0

X67
D
D
X67

*79

Come to Sheraton,
where you're atways welcome.

Sheraton
Round Bam Inn

T)M impHaltty pM>pl« ot"pipil!

_ Suite

• Plus pool & spa, meeting
room and free airport trans
portation deHnitely qualify

FREE

Image Suites as "Home Suite
Home!"

Full American

• Your own private wethar, micro-

To LOS AN6ELES
6:25AM
7!55AM
10:25AM
n:55AM
2:25PM
3:55PM
6;25PM
7:55PM
From LOS ANGELES
8:25AM
9:55AM
12:25PM
1:55PM
4:25PM
5:55PM
8:25PM
9:55PM

i

55-65

pleasure you'll get all the

And its
never been easier

Just $ 79 per night
with this ad

RATE

Oalux*

• E^njtiying two rooms for
the price of one. Now when

Just minutes from the Sonoma County
airport, the Sheraton Round Barn Inn
offers convenience, comfort and a
great deal.

Four jet flights every business day each
way between LAX and Sonoma County
Airport makes scheduling easy.

A ^ SPECIAL

^(^"CGRPGRATE

• A superb location too!

Convenient to all business
wave, refrigerator,VCR, 2 remote hrpakfacf cpwpH
control TV's, FaxService, Compu- WreaKiaSl, ServeU districts and the world famous
SanlDiego Zoo, Sea World and
ter hookups and private patios.
Fine restaurants.
• Corporate rates are valid
So how suite is it? —

each morning.

It's Image Suites!

Sunday through Thursday
-Free Full Breakfast only at
Image Suites

1-800-828-8111
<S:AA

ttn

IMAGE INN q)40—
Mission Bay
rpci
(619)275-5700 q>jl

I^age Suites

IMAGE INN qj j /—
Encinilas
m a-7
(619)944-3800 q>4 /

3350 Rosecrans St.
San Diego, CA 92110
(619)224-9800

Subject To Availability

Breakfast at Maxwell's
gives you
a fresh outlook.

3555, Round Barn Boulevard
Santa Rosa, CA 95403 1-800-833-9595

The Temeciila Creek Inn: A
Casual, Country Golf
Resort In The Heart Of
Southern California's wine
country
When the cool, moist Pacific
Ocean winds blow through the Santa
Mafgarits Gorge every afternoon,
wine growers in the Temecula Valley
smile and say that nature has blessed
this area with a perfect climate —
ideal for grapes, golfers, and active
sun' worshippefs. "Set jn the heart of
this peaceful countryside, the Teme
cula Creek Inn is the perfect getaway
resort for golf, tennis, and olher out
door fun or just plain relaxing.
Formerljrknown as the Rain
bow Canyon Golf Resort, the 84-room
Temecula Creek Inn is newly reno
vated and provides a casual, quiet
country golf resort atmosphere within
minutes of the new Southern Califor
nia wine country in the Temecula
Valley, 1-1/2 hours south of Los
Angeles on1-15 and one hour north of
San Diego.
Five minutes off the 1-15 free
way, yet snuggled in- a serene valley
setting, the Temecula Creek Inn fea
tures a mature, championship 18-hole
golf course, tennis courts, pool, whirl
pool, and oversized guest rooms and a^
restaurant overlooking the golf course
and beyond.

For a romantic day of fun, sun and
adventure, Set sail on the Schooner
Pilgrim. Continental breakfast is
served at 8: a.m. aboard ship, as you
embark on your journey across the
sea. A few hours later, you arrive in
'Ayalon Harbor to ehjoy an afternoon
of swimming, sunbathing, sightsee
ing, or a variety, of sports activities. A
delicious steak or chicken dinner is
served before beginning the voyage
home. The fee is $52 per person. For
information and reservations, call
642-4875.

The pick of Business people who want
a fresh outlook with their eggs & coffee.

.Open 7 days for Breakfast at 8 a.m.
For Groups, large meetings,
reservations, please

536-2555

^

MAXWCUrS

317 Pacific Coast Highway • Huntington Beach at the Pier

THE S£A

BED & BREAKFAST

When you want to get away from the hustle & bustle, the strife & stress;
why not transport yourself in time to one of these quaint & tranquil inns?
ON SANTA CATALINA ISLAND its
THE GULL HOUSE "with a touch of
class." Come yourself or send your best
workers. We specialize in Honeymoons
and Anniversaries. For brochure, send
#10 self-addressed stamped envelope.
P.O. Box 1381, Avalon, CA 90704 - (213)
510-2547.

MAUI ON YOUR MIIND

Dream In our Kapalua Bay Villas.

LE PETIT CHATEAU: For the
discriminating ..., The -tradition of the
French Mediterranean in the heart of
Palm Springs. A peaceful and quiet
hideaway. Sun bathing "Au Nature!"
poolside. 6th season! (619) 3.25-2686.
Bed 8t Breakfast

Cottages of Point Reyes

Luxuriously furnished 1 & 2 bedrooms. Breathtaking ocean
views. Steps from tennis, golf, 3 heated pools. 2 white sand
beaches, shopping and dining. These affordable villas are
available by the week or month. For free photos' floor plans
and rates contact owners Richard & Nancy Matassarin:

An association of innkeepers, each with a
Private Guest Cottage In a Unique Setting:
Woodland, Pastoral and Garden.

P.O. Box 11633, Lahaina, Hawaii 96761 (808) 669-6529

Call for Reservation Info. (415) 927-944'5

Directory

W^lfe Knickerbocker K^umian
Peaceful retreat for work or play at Big Bear
Lake. Historical Bed & Breakfast specializing
In mid-week business retreats & sales meetings.
'10-20 people. Forest setting -with small
conference areas. Amenities Include full
breakfast, jacuzzi, use of Attiletic Club, catering
by special arrangements. Ptione (714) 866-8221.

THE
GREY WHALE INN

Fort Bragg's Most Distinctive inn
Spacious Rooms • Private Baths
Free Brochure • (707) 964-0640
California Reservations • 1-800-382-7244
615 N. Main Street, Fort Bragg, CA 95437
Whale Watching & Skunk Train Trips Arranged
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MARKETING
METHODS
For Small and Emerging Businesses

Cafe Champagne
This column is written for the busi
ness person who finds travel a necessity^
as well asfor those who believe that eating
a fine meal with a very pleasant wine is a
reward of travel and even life.
Each month we shall comment on dif
ferent restaurants, in the various cities
that,-1 believe, are most ofteh visited by
business persons from the Inland Empire.
These restaurants are chosen strictly on
merit. All restaurants were personally
visited. I plan to offer you brief surveys, in
lieu of long reviews.

Temecula Creek Inn

(

Cafe Champagne at John Culbertson
Winery, 32575 Rancho California
Road, Temecula—(714) 699-0088.
Cafe Champagne operated by Martha
Culbertson opened jn late May and is
the only restaurant among the winer
ies on Rancho California Road.
Martha Culbertson, .more
over, should bring out the tpp-rank
foodies of America. A student of Julia
Child and Jacques Pepin, among oth
ers, Martha has gained fame on her
own with her Fallbrook Grocery Cafe,
a chic little boite that had become a
top "in" spot,for gourmet nibbling in
the area until the Culbertsons closed it
months ago, in anticipation of this
newer, larger (64-seat) enterprise.
To handle the chores for the
new place, the Culbertsons hired as
head chef Dennis Barry, a former
executive chef at a gourmet eatery in
San Diego. Managing the winery
property is son John Tyler Culbertson.
The menu will "knock your
socks off—Puget Sound clams
steamed in champagne or roasted
Poblano chilies stuffed with cheese
placed on a red sauce with goat cheese
and com relish.

"Promoting Your Business on
a Tiny Budget?"
Let MARKETING METHODS help you get results and save money. Discover
inexpensive, yet effective ways to promote yoiu business. Save money and get
results from a do-if-yourself marketing strategy and promotion plan that works
for your business.

m

Monday, October 30 —Holiday Inn, Victorville
Tuesday, October 31 — Holiday Inn, Ontario
Wednesday, November 1 — Maruko Hotel, San Bernardino
Thursday, November 2 — Days Inn, Riverside
Friday, November 3 — Marquis Hotel, Palm Springs

Thirty-one year old David
Armour, the chef at the Temecula
To accomodate the demand,
Creek Inn in Riverside County, has
created exciting new lunch and dinner
two seminars will be held in each city:
menus for the Inn's golf view restau
* 8:00-11:30 a.m.
rant by blending SouSiwestem flavors
* 1:30-5:00 p.m.
and Continental touches with contem
porary California cuisine.
Luncheon appetizer favorites
Registration in Advance
include the Tortilla Roll with black
Fee: $98
beans, Montrachet goat cheese, avo
cado and chicken with cilantro pesto
w
sauce.
Luncheon main courses in
Call Business Marketing Systems, Inc.
clude salads with a Southwestern flair. Spiaggia Seafood Ristarante
for reservations or Free information:
The Portofino Salad, features fresh
Spiaggia
Seafood
Ristorante
(714)360-1601
basil pasta with bay shrimp, scallops,
tomato and a pureed black olive dress at 72-760 El Paseo Palm Desert, CA
(619) 773-5753.
ing.
Owner, Harold Ekmanian,
Heartier appetites.can select
from eight specialties, ipcluding Fresh along with Maitre d' Steve Warsh,
' Fresh, non-smoking rooms. Close to the beach. ^
Romantic country decor & old-fashioned charm with
Catch of the Day; Black Pepper Fet- have created an excelleilt traditional
'1.
A
very
special
place
for
modem cdnveniences:> *
.Italian
cuisine
seafood
ristorante
at
tucini with grilled po^ tenderlpin,
• Choice oflin-room whirlpool or tub-for-two
Spiaggia.
1
have'eaten
there
twice,
• Some with fireplace
roasted piquillo pimentos and.pofcini
• Ail with remote-control Cable TV. HBO^VCR &
complimentary movie library
mushrooms; Cheese Enchilada and with a total of ten persons, giving
• Continental brebkfast served in bur lace & wicker*
Chille Relleno with refried black ample opportunity to ordermost items
sun room
• Air conditioning & Celling Fans
beans guacamole and sour cream; listed on the mdnu. The orders are all
• Complimentary iuggag^ service from and to the
Grilled Swordfish with cilantro rel very large portions, and all bread,
boats
pasta,
sauces
and
salad
dressings
are
ish; Chicken Breast with basil and
pinenuts; or Grilled Filet Mignon with made fresh on .the premises. You can
fded onions and a rosemary and Pinot even order a double lobster dinner
without "having to take a second mort
Noir butter.
The inventive dinner menu gage on the house.'- Daily specials are
offers an expanded list of starters on the blackboard, along with a threeincluding Mushroom Feuillete with foot printed menu. Fish is flown in
porcino, button, chanterelle and oys fresh—three to four times a week.
201 Clarissa • P.O. Box 128
ter mushrooms in a white port sauce The prices are affordable, and no need
Avalon. CA 9070A
and Roasted Anaheim Chile stuffed to wear a tie or jacket; however, you
-C
RESERVATIONS
with yellow com, onions, and pimen can if you wish.. Try it; you will like it!'
Continued on page 26
(213)510-0196
tos in a spicy vegetable sauce with
buffalo mozzarella.
Dinner salads include Poblano
Chile and Goat Cheese with black
beans and com in a roasted cumin
vinaigrette; seasonal greens and vine
ripened tomatoes with a fresh basil
f 1 1 1 1 3 1
vinaigrette; and the kingly Caesar
Salad.
Eight additional entrees in
Works harder and longer than any sales representative
clude Roasted Moscovy Duck Breast
Lets you send your best representative on every presentation
in a citms sauce with red chile crepes;
Tenderloin of Pork in a mole sauce
Delivers more information in less time, visually
with corditas; Broiled Veal Medal
lions with a tequila chile relish and
Qualifies leads in advance
- American
blue com tortillas; Grilled Lamb
Saves $ in travel expenses
Chops with tarragon butter; Filet Mi
PRODUCES RESULTS
**
Concepts
gnon with Shallots; Roasted Breast of
Chicken with jicama and a jalapeno
k
vinegar sauce; and Broiled New York
Call (714) 556-7800 or FAX (714) 55-6-5740
k
Steak.
Temecula Creek Inn meal res
ervations, a must—call (714) 676k
5631. Formerly known as the Rain
k
'k
bow Canyon Golf Resort, the Inn is
makes video affordable and easy to use for your
k
located at 44501 Rainbow Canyon
promotion, marketing, training and duplication needs.
Road inTemecula, CA, 90 Miles south
k
of Los Angeles and 60 miles north of
k
Ask for demo tape.
San Diego in the heart of Southem
k
Califomia's wine country.
kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk

C

Honeymoons &
Couples in Love

c

Scacncst Ir?!^

American Media Conceipts
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GUEST COMMENTARY

EDITORIAL
NATIONAL HEALTH IS NOT
THE ANSWER
There is a health insurance
crisis of monumental proportions in
this country, and it has been getting
steadily worse for the past sfeveral
years. The halcyon years of the 1970's
and the early 1980's are definitely
over, never to retuih, when health care
providers charged high prices to in
demnity insurance companies who, in
turn, passed the costs on to employers
paying for their employee benefits.
By 1983, the handwriting was
on the wall. Somethihg had to change.
Health insurance premiums were eat
ing up huge chunks of corporate prof
its with no relief in sight.
Ehter the Health Maintenance
Organizations (HMO's) and the Pre
ferred Provider Organizations
(PPO's). The HMO's charged per
capita employee rates, which reduced
the health care costs dramatically for
employer and employee alike. The
PPO's negotiated lower health care
charges with providers for specific
companies or groups of companies.
These solutions have also
come under severe criticism. Doctors
and hospitals insist that they cannot
go on giving adequate care at PPO
,ratds, especially given the increas
ingly restrictive reimbursements they

DANGER OF UNEDUCATED
WORKFORCE LOOMS IN
THE NEAR FUTURE
By Fred E. Jandt, Ph. D.

- Managers kicreasingly agree that
porkers should be accepted as pajtners
and that labor relations of the future
will be characterized by win-winnegotiations.
But will California's
workforce be prepared for this respon
sibility?
In 1986, MIT established the Com
mission on Industrial Productivity to
study weaknesses in U.S. industrial
practices and make recommendations
to correct them. The Commissionvis
ited some 2(X) companies and 150 plant
sites and conducted some 550 inter
views in the U.S., Europe, and Japan..
Included in the Commission's rec
ommendations are comments directly
related to laborrelations: Companies
can no longer treat employee like cogs
in a machine; workers must be made
full participants rather than expend
able commodities. Greater employee
involvement and responsibility is re
quired.
Their recommendations continue:
Even as Western culture has tradition
ally emphasized individualism,
Americans will need to learn to com
bine individualism with cooperation.
Management must learn to accept
workers as partners. Group solidarity,
a feeling of community, and a recogni
tion of interdependence are required.
To accomplish this, steep organiza
tional hierarchies must be replaced
with flat organizations that encourage
communication and cooperation.
But to determine whether win-win
negotiating will be effective in the fu
ture we need to reflect back to the fun
damental assumptions of win-win ne
gotiating. One of the assumptions is
that the parties are relatively equal in
power. And power in win-win negoti
ating is often simply knowledge and
skills.
In California- and particularly in
Southern California- this may not be
the case. California's workforce may
not be adequately prepared.
Two-thirds of the world's immigra
tion is to the U.S. One-half of that is to
California alone, making California

receive from govemment.health care
programs. Many argue that the HMO'scombine tho worst features of capital
ist and socialized medicine. The pa
tient has no choice of doctor or hospi
tal, waiting lists are often long, and
(collecting revenue per.capita) it i^ to
the HMO's financial advantage to
provide as little care as possible.
The situation has gotten so bad
that now several large corporations
and a significant number of physi
cians are calling for full-scale national
health insurance.
We most strongly disagree.
We don't claim to have the answers,
but we do know that the British, Cana
dian and Scandinavian (not to men
tion the Soviet) experience has been
one of waste, mismanagement, multi
plying bureaucracy and poor care.
The private insurance compa
nies, major corporations and health
providers can do better than throw
their hands in the air and ask for even
more regimentation and centralized
control of our lives. Government can
both offer incentives and apply pres
sures to the private sector to solve the
problem. The government does not
belong in the health business. The
business of government is to make
sure the private sector solves the prob
lems it itself has created.

theNew York of the turn of this century.
These numbers are large and represent
an increasing ethnic and cultural diver
sity. In 1970, California public school
students were 27.3% minority. By
1980, they were 42.9% minority,.
, By 2000,hn6-halfofCaliforni^'s
working population will be minorfty
and by 2020 California's population
will be 40% Hispanic, 39% white, 14%
Asian and 7% Afro-Americari.
Ethnic and cultural diversity can be
a strength if California's schools were
meeting their responsibility. The Sad
truth is that they are not.
. In 1976, about 76% of California's
students graduated from high school.
By 1981, only 68% did. California
ranks 40th of the states inhigh school
graduation. Today 50% of all AfroAmerican and Hispanic students drop
out of school by the 10th grade.
Those who do graduate have experi
enced the largest class sizes in the na
tion. In 1983, 13.2% of thoSe who
graduated were eligible for admission
to the University of California sys
tem—butonly 3.6% of Afro-Aiherican
graduates were and only 4.9% of the
Hispanic graduates were.
But what about California's profes
sionally educated workers? For the
first time in years, moving companies
are reporting bringing their trucks
empty into California to move more
people out of the state than into the
state.
The prerequisite for making winwin negotiations work is an educated
and
trained
workforce-and
California's schools are failing to pro
vide that.
The MIT report MADE IN AMER
ICA calls for a greater investment in
human potential. Education and train
ing programs are critical. California's
businesses need to support the educa
tion of tomorrow'sworkforce by de
manding improved schools and by
working more closely with educators
The critical time isupon us.
FredE. Jandt, Ph.D., is Professor of
Communications at California State
University, San Bernardino. He is an
expert on labor-management negotia
tions.

A CORPORATE HEALTH
CARE ALTERNATIVE
By Steve Wilson.

Steve Wilson is President of Design
Benefits, a Corona based management
firm which markets, designs, implements,
and maintains self-funded corporate
benefit plans. Their telephone number is
(714) 734-3188.

The cost and direction of
health care in this country probably
evokes more frustration, confusion,
and directions of divided energy than
many of today's seemingly unsolvable domestic issues. The panacea for
adequate benefits, at a reasonable
cost, seems to elude the private ^d
corporate sector as conditions, which
appear beyond their control, drive
them ^rther each year into expensive
health care pursuits. The road looks
promising at the start of the journey,
but somehow the cost of getting there
always seems more than the trip was
worth. The magnitude of health care
costs in this couqtry is approximately
equal to ^7% of net corporate profits,
and no one, knows how high the per
centage will go.
The financial officer of a cor
poration, acting as a sentinel against
any number that is colored red, finds
himself in the position today of at
tempting educated guesses about how
to make good choices regarding health
care. Often, the choices are never
good. The red issue is which choice
will cost his company the least.
The author of this article is the
first to admit that there is no one an
swer to the perplexing cost spiral tbat
is health care. There is, however, one
glaring fact that cannot be avoided. If
a company chooses to use the tradi
tional methods of insuring their group
coverages in a time when commercial
carriers are attempting to recover
massive underwriting losses, the re
sults will be predictable. Health in
surers in this country experienced 830
million dollars in underwriting losses
in 1988. Can any reader of this article
guess where and how these loses will
be recovered? I will wager that the
corporations now insured by these
carriers know the answer.
It is historically true that the
insurance industry goes through cy
clical three years of gain and three
years of loss phases. The reason for
this is because the insurance industry
is slow to react to fluctuations in the
market. The inability of commercial
carriers to make these adjustments
directly contribute to eventual losses
that corporations experience in the
fiinds they pay for health care. If the
amount of the funds that are necessary
to contribute to health premiums are
increasing, and the carriers continue
to make the same mistake, growing
losses are predictable for the corpo-.
rate health care client.
The logical conclusion for acorporation is to insure their employ
ees by incorporating as little of the
traditional methods of group health

insurance as possible. If this course is
taken, then the coloration is less
subject to the negative influences of
the system. In fact, if ah accurate
benefits crystal ball predicated no
future employee catastrophic claims,
it is unlikely that a corporation would
employ the iise of any fully insured
program. The corporation would
simply stay Uninsured and pay its own
way. However, since this reality
doesn't exist, a corporation must pre
pare for the potential high dollar claim
any of its employees could generate.
Few mid-size companies can afford to
take on, comfortably, the potential of
all losses regardless of size. Most
companies, however, can take on the
potential of predictable health care
expenses for their employees. Pre
dictable losses are the small claims
that any competent underwriter can
project withreasonable certainty. The
large claims that any one person in the
corporation might incur or the accu
mulation of the predictable losses to
an uncomfortable level can both be
reinsured beginning at varying levels.
How much risk a corporation wishes
to take upon itself, is a reflection of
the tolerance level of the principals
making the choice. The tolerance is
usually based oh the nature of the
group, past claims experience, and
5ie psychology of the decision mak
ers.
The reader of this article has
probably guessed the direction this
author has taken. Yes, I am making an
unabashed case for Self-Funding.
Notice I did NOT say Self-Insurance.
Self-Funding doesn't mean taking the
responsibility for all losses, only in
curring what I have already defined as
predictable losses. The piore elements
of your health program a corporation
directly controls, the less cash flow
earmarked for health care issubjected
to the fluctuations of an unpredictable
insurance market. This is certainly
the premise for taking these steps.
In an effort to complete this
scenario for Self-Funding and its
advantages, let me comment, on the
fonding methods of this program. In a
fully-insured benefit package, you
prefimd your liabilities in the form of
premium gambling that there won't be
a great difference between monthly
losses and the monthly contractual
sum a corporation agrees to pay. The
reality is that there is a margin of
difference, and very often in favor of
the insurance company. In Self-Fund
ing, a corporation would establish a
benefit account in their own name. A
competent third party administrator
would receive claims from the corpo
rate employees and simply notify a
designated co^orate officer of the
corporation twice a month (as an ex
ample) of the accumulated sum. Once
the notification is made, the exact
dollar amount can be deposited into
the account covering all claims for
this period. This approach has accom
plished two things:
The first is that a corporation
has held on to their cash flow longer
than in a traditional fully-insured
approach because the money has not
been pre-funded. The second is that
when an officer funds the corporate
account, he knows the exact amount
of the predictable claims for that pe
riod and releases no more funds than is
necessary. Hence, the corporation is
paying for claims at their actual cost. *
In summation, I have sug
gested an alternative at a time whep, to
many corporations, the alternatives
seem few. When this alternative is
chosen and correct attention is given
the design of actual benefits, then a
Continued on page 26
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Inland Empire Business Journal
Last May 10, General Development
Corporation (GOV-NYSE) announced
that it had completed the purchase of
Glen Ivy Financial Group, Inc. of
Corona, the leading vacation timeshare company in the western United
.States. With that acquisition.General
Development became the country's
largest vacation and time-share
company.
Glen Ivy, which operates ten resort
properties in Southern California,
Utah, Texas, Arizona and Hawaii, had
revenues of approximately $85 million
for the fiscal year ending March 31,
1989. Glen Ivy also operates services
divisions involving travel, mortgage,
financial services and property
management subsidiaries.
General Development Corporation
is one of the oldest and largest builders
of planned communities in Florida,
and has, for some time, been a leader
in the time-sharing industry. In 1988,
the company had revenues of $511.5
million and net income of $22.5
million.
The Inland Empire Bu.siness
.Tournal recently interviewed Ralph
Mann, founder. Board Chairman,
President and CEO of Glen Ivy, the
Inland Empirefirmwhich attracted the
keen interest of such a giant in the
industry as General Development
Corporation.

Ralph Mann, Founder, Chairman of
the Board, President and CEO of Glen
Ivy.

lEBJ: Mr. Mann, when did you form
Glen Ivy?
MR. MANN: I established the com
pany in 1975 as a closely-held corpo
ration in the State of California. I
retained ownership of 100% of the
stock.
lEBJ: What was your first project as a
new company?
MR. MANN: That was anR.V. park ten
miles south of Corona on interstate 15.
We've certainly grown a lot since then.
lEBJ: Speaking of that growth, how
many divisions of Glen Ivy are there
now?
MR. MANN: We currently have
seven separate divisions, although it's
necessary that they cooperate closely

with each other. Glen Ivy Financial is
the parent company, the umbrella, if
you wiU. Then we have Glen lyy
Resorts, our development company;
Glen Ivy Properties, which does our
sales and marketing; Glen Ivy Travel;
Glen Ivy Management, which man
ages out resorts after they are sold.
Then we have Glen Ivy Equity Mort
gage which provides finances and
related services and Glen Ivy construc
tion which does the actual building for
us.
lEBJ: To what do you attribute the
tremendous success of your company?
MR. MANN: A lot of hard work and
a superb management team. I can't
sing the praises of my Chief Operating
Officer and Senior Vice President, Bob
Radez,enough. Andhe'sjustoneofan
absolutely top-notch senior staff.
Their brilliance and dedication filter
down to all our employees.
lEBJ: You recently sold your com
pany, did you not?
MR. MANN: Yes, JustthispastMay
we sold our operations to General
Development Corporation out of Flor
ida.
lEBJ: Why did you decide to sell?
MR. MAIW: Well, being a public
company, GDC had the access to the
capital we needed to continue the
growth pattern we had, up to that time,
been sustaining on our own. General
Development Corporation is the larg

est time-share company in the world. It
seemed like ia good fit. We were grow
ing at a tremendous rate, and GDChad
the capital to help us keep going the
way we had been.
lEBJ: What was the selling price?
MR. MANN: It was $65 million with
an additional $23.5 million payment,
contingent on our performance over
the next five years.
lEBJ: What, then, are your future
goals for Glen Ivy?
MR. MANN: We are the largest
time-share company now, but 80% of
our market is in Southern California.
We want to expand our geographic ter
ritory to, at least, the whole western
region of the United States. Now that
we're linked with General Develop
ment Corporation, we feel that we can
have not only sufficient capital to
expand, but also national recognition.
We also plan to add what we call
destination resorts, that is, areas al
ready enjoying heavy tourism, to our
list of properties. That should give a
tremendous boost to our sales efforts.
We just did an $111 million first pub
lic offering to kick off our new expan
sion program. Compare that to the
private offering of only $41 million
that we did in 1987.
lEBJ: How do these public or private
offerings work in the time-share busiContinued on page 20

GUEST COMMENTARY
SECTION 89: Marching backwards
in health care availability
By Congressman George E. Brown

I haveheen asked to share with
you my thoughts on Section 89 of the
Tax Reform Act of 1986. In recent
months I have made it clear that I feel
that this Provision of the tax law is in
appropriate and does not serve the
workers it was intended to help. For
the purpose of this discussion, how
ever, I would like to broaden the topic
somewhat to the larger concern in this
country of providing affordable health
care insurance to all Americans.
We have recognized that there
is a huge population in America which
does not have health care coverage.
Addressing this problem will take the
resources, creativity and dedication of
both the public and private sector.
Section 89, however, runs counter to
our efforts to extend health care to all
Americans. This is certainly a para
dox in our health care policy.
Section 89 has been promoted
by its supporter in Congress as help
ing lower-paid workers attain greater
health care equity with higher paid
workers. Yet, Section 89 is simply a
facade for raising additional revenues.
There- is actually little incentive to
•employers to broaden their health care
coverage to lower paid workers.
In the United States we take
•pride in our democracy and our free
market economy. In communist coun
tries all commerce is generated and
mtoaged by the State. People in those
countries are given little choice over
what they can buy, or where they can
work. In communist countries, how
ever, anyone who needs medical as

sistance is taken care of at no charge,
regardless of economic background.
We feel health care in Ae U. S.
is better than health care in communist
nations because free-market forces
encourage health providers to do qual
ity work or lose business. But, since
health eare is not provided by the State
in the U. S., the burden of health care
costs is distributed among the indi
viduals, government, and private em
ployers. Private employers assume
the responsibility in many cases for
their employees' health needs. The
private sector can be proud of this tra
dition, which has been part of Ameri
can business for many years.
As we are aU aware, the cost of
health care has gone through the roof
in recent years, and private employers
especially have felt the pinch. Infla
tion in the health care industry has
consistently increased at twice the
pace of the average national rate of
inflation.
Unfortunately, the rising costs
of health insurance have forced more
and more families to risk going with
out health care coverage. According
to the Employee Benefit Research
Institute, there are 37 million adults
and children in America, which is
nearly 18 percent of the population,
who have no medial insurance .at all.
With no insurance, even, a relatively
minor ailment can strap a family's fi
nances.
According to the California
State Chamber of Commerce, as
employment shifts from manufactur

ing to service industries, fewer em
ployers are capable of providing
health benefits as part of the standard
package of employee benefits. This
trend is occurring nationwide. As a
result, ttiere is a growing population
of working uninsured who are earning
too much to be eligible for State
Health Assistance Programs, yet can
not afford to jiay for health insurance
on their own. In California alone, 5.2
million people live day-too-day with
no health insurance. Of these, 2.7
million are employed.
Clearly state and federal offi
cials face a formidable challenge
meeting the nation's health care short
fall. Let me briefly review some of the
approaches that government is con
sidering to address the health care
issue, and what impact they would
have on employers.
There exist two broad ap
proaches to improving the nation's
health coverage situation: Enhancing
employer provided health benefits,
and direct government assisted health
care. A whole other area involves
reform of the malpractice insurance
industry, and tort reform which, as a
state matter, I will not go into as part
of this discussion.
Given the millions of unin
sured, working Americans, there is
considerable pressure on employers
to assume a greater responsibility for
their employees' health needs. Cur
rently, there are few regulations gov
erning employer provided health in
surance. The notable exception is the
1984 Budget Reconciliation Measure,
commonly referred to as COBRA,
which requires employers to extend
health coverage for employees for 18
months following terminatiori of em
ployment. Although the business
community has resisted this law, it has

served workers well in bridging the
health care gap between jobs.
Congress is now considering
whether business should shoulder
additional health insurance require
ments. A proposal gaining consider^
able attention in this Congress has
been a Bill offered by Sen. Ted Ken
nedy and Rep. Henry Wawnan called
the Basic Health Benefits for All
Americans Act. This proposal re
quires all employers to provide a
miriimum package of basic health
benefits for their workers. The insuranee wouM cover all employees work
ing 25 hours a week or more. Employ
ers would have to provide prorated
eoverage for part-time employees who
work 17.5 to 25 hours a week. The
measure also allows the unemployed
uninsured to buy into the Federal-State
Medicaid Program.
Although I feel that the private
sector has a clear role to play in reduc
ing the health insurance gap, I am not
convinced that mandating employerprovided health insurance is the way
to do it. The Kennedy-Waxman meas
ure, for example, can be particularly
harmful to small business. Adminis
trative insurance costs for businesses
with fewer than 25 people average 25
percent of the cost of the plan, com
pared with only five percent for larger
businesses. Rates for small businesses
are also.muchhigher per employee be
cause risks cannot be spread among a
large group. However, the measure
does attempt to ease the burden on
small business by providing a federal
subsidy for small businesses whose
health insurance costs exceed five
percent of their gross revenues. To
date, I have declined to cosponsor the
Kennedy-Waxman Bill. I will wait to
see if the legislation moves through
Continued on page 18
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Employee Assistance Programs
By Bobbi Lambert, PhD.

.aS-

The number of employees today survey have anEAP and many of those
with substance abuse or other per companies have found that EAPs yield
sonal problems has reached alarming •a return of $5.00 on every $1.00 in
proportions in our society. The eco vested.
nomic losses to industry associated
So, what is- an Employee Assis
with Such problems are estimated to tance Program and how does it work?
be several hundred billions of dollars An EAP is a confidential counseling
annually, and are increasing at a dis program designed to provide a system
turbing rate. The social and personal that enables employees to deal con
costs to individuals and families are structively with personal problems.
beyond estimation.
The purpose of having such a policy is
Over 10,000 United States compa to assure employees that if a problem
nies are sponsoring Employee Assis occurs they will be treated with con
tance Programs (EAPs) to address the sideration and offered assistance in an
behavioral health problems of their effective and confidential manner.
employees. The purpose of the EAP is While some organizations develop
to provide an easy, confidential means internal EAPs, many utilize external
for employees and their dependents to programs run by professional groups
seek help for their problems and to that ensure anonymity and complete
maintain appropriate levels of work confidentiality. Without the express
performance and productivity.
written permission of the user of serv
The concept of EAPs is not a new ices to release information to a desig
one but has been evolving gradually nated party, an EAP provider is for
for the last forty years to meet the bidden by law to communicate knowl
changing behavioral health needs of edge of any individual using services.
employees and to contain the rapidly
The components of an effective
rising costs associated with not EAP include:
addr^sing these concems. In the
1. Twenty-four hour toE-free
1940's, a few companies developed telephone access
occupational programs that concen
2. Face-to-face assessment
trated on alcoholism alone. During
3. Management Consultation
the 1960's, it was discovered that
4. Orientation and Educational
employees who were not performing meetings formanagers and employees
their work at a satisfactory level were
5. Program publicity
easier to identify than were employees
6". Program reporting and
with alcohol problems. It was with evaluation
this recognition that the concept of
Employee Assistance Programs
EAPs began to expand to include all are aimed at early identification and
types of personal problems that cause intervention in problem situations.
They provide crisis intervention, redeclines in job performance.
Some of the situations that effect ferri, and counseling for'employees.
performance and are addressed For managers, they provide an en
through an EAP include, but are not hanced workforce with reduced em
limited to, the following; single par ployee health benefit costs. EAPs
enting, alcoholic spouse, depression, give employers an important, humane
marital and family problems, stress, alternative to terminationand employ
financial pressures, life transitions, ees and their families an opportunity
anxiety, disability adjustment, career to take charge of unavoidable stresses
change, physictd and sexual abuse, that can throw lives into chaos and
alcohol or dnig dependency, and eat seriously impair one's ability to con
duct "business as usual."
ing disorders.
Troubled employees, many of
As much as we might like to think
whom are having difficulty dealing we can compartmentalize our lives by
with the situations represented above, separating personal problems from
comprise ten to fifteen percent of the workplace or ignore the effects of
today's work force. Troubled em one upon the other, the facts do not
ployees have 2.5 to 5.5 times as many bare that out. Instead, employers
absences from work and are 3 times across the country are finding that by
more likely to be tardy or leave early. acknowledging Ae relationship be
They have more accidents on and off tween work performance and personal
the job and file more workers com problems and utilizing EAPs as con
pensation claims. They also produce a structive problem solvers, morale and
liability to their employer through loss productivity rise while employee
of productivity and efficiency, lost costs related to personal problems
time on the job, poor relationships decline.
with co-workers, impaired morale of
work groups, and higher than average Bobbi Lambeert, Ph.D. is Director of
utilization of medical benefits and Training and Education for U.S. Be
havioral Health. The Inland Empire
other health services.
Many studies have shown that office is located at 4959 Palo Verde,
EAPs have been successful in reduc Suite C, Montclair , CA 91763.
ing expenses due to medical prob Phone: (714) 621-6699. Among U.S.
lems, workers compensation, disabil Behavioral Health's clients are Gen
ity, turnover, and absenteeism. Ac eral Dynamics, Pac Bell and Arcording to Hewitt Associates, ap morall.
proximately 47% of companies they

Resorts* *plans...

^Continued from page 9

Future plans caU for the expansion of the Temecula Creek Inn to 284
rooms and ultimately 17,000 square feet of meeting space.
Colachis made it clear throughout the interview that J. C. Resoorts will
remain a family company specializing in quality facilities and develoments.
*T!m not at aU interested in building some huge empire of hotels and resorts,"
said Colachis. "What we do, we want to do well. That means concentrating on
what we already own and proceeding very carefuUy with any expansion plans.
That's how we're approaching our new La Jolla project. We want to make sure
it reflects the standards of excellence we've maintained since my father
founded the company."
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Merchants and Manufactures Association to
hold annual conference
From Sunday, October 22nd
through Wednesday, October 25th,
the California Merchants and Manu-'
facturers Associatioil will hold its
47th Aimual Management Conference
at Marriott's Rancho Las Palmas
Resort in Rancho Mirage. With nearly
a half-century of successful confer
ence experience, the Merchants and
Manufacturers Association has set out
to make this year's event the best ever.
As at earlier conferences, M & M will
showcase an all-star conference team
of eight major speakers with the exr
pertise to explore current issues of
vital interest to management.
For example, this year's confer
ence features Bowie Kuhn, Baseball
Commissioner from 1969 to 1984. He
is now a senior partner in the New
York City-based firm of Myerson &
Kuhn. During the fifteen years he was
Commissioner of Baseball, atten
dance at major league parks grew from
23 miUion in 1968 to 45.5 million in
1983. He currently serves as presi
dent of TARGET, a program of the
National Federation of High School
Associations designed to help stu
dents cope with drug abuse. In his
address to the conference, Kuhn will
speak on the substance abuse crisis
faced by employers and employees
alike in the workplace and advise
conferees how they can effectively get
involved in the nationwide effort to
combat drug abuse.
Another conference speaker wiU
be Robert T. Parry, Chief Executive
of the Twelfth District Federal Re
serve Bank in San Francisco. He wEl
analyze the nation's economy and
provide a rare and penetrating insight
into the Federal Reserve Bank's
strategies for economic growth and
stability.
Other conference speakers will
include Colby H. Chandler, Chairman

and CEO of Eastman Kodak, Jeffrey J.
Hollett, President and Founder of
TRAC, Inc., in Falls Church, Virginia,
Dorothy Leeds, President of Organ
izational Technologies, Inc. in New
York and Herbert F. Walker, Vice
President of Baxter Intemationd, Inc.
of Deerfield, Illinois.
A number of timely and critical
topics' will be discussed at the fourday conference. Among them will be:
1) analyzing the most effective means
and methods of stabilizing soaring
health care insurance costs and ex
ploring cost effective health care in
surance plans that provide affordable
maximum coverage; 2) defining the
legal parameters of .what employers
can and cannot do to discourage alco
hol and drug abuse affecting an
employee's performance; 3) explor
ing ways to restore American
manufacturing's competitive edge in
the world-market; and 4) pinpointing
the fundamental changes destined for
the workplace and examining the
nation's shift from an industrial to an
informational economy.
Between meetings there will be
ample time to enjoy the wide range of
resort recreational activities. The M
& M Annual Management Confer
ence has a long history of providing
just the right combination of work and
play.
Registration information is avail
able by calling either the M & M
Inland Empire office at (714) 7849430 or the Los Angeles office at (213)
748-0421.
. Commented Barbara Lee Crouch,
Inland Empire Manager of M & M,
"We anticipate that this year's confer
ence wiU be the best yeL We have
everything you could want. Top notch
speakers, high-powered business
people in attendance, and a beautiful
setting for both work and play."

THE FIRST NAME IN
OFFICE FURNITURE RENTAL

ROBERTS
RENTS FURNITURE
Roberts tias ttie look!
Roberts tras ttie price!
Roberts tras ttre
delivery
fast!
Option to buy!
Coll us, we'll
come to you
(714) 757-1910
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New Cal Poly, Pomona Training Center for
Hospitality Management
Since 1973, California State Poly
technic Institute, Pomona, has offered
the oldest and largest fourryear degree
program in hotel and restaurant man
agement in the western United States.
The program has operated us one of
seven departments withiri the
university's
widely-acclaimed
School of Business Administration.
The four-year curriculum includes
more than thirty specialized hotel and
restaurant courses.
Now Cal Poly, Pomona, has estab
lished a special center for hotel and
restaurant management. The James
Collins Center for Hospitality Man
agement. Actually, and automomous
program was established in 1986, but
the nearly completed Collins Center
will give the program its own perma
nent home on campus.
The $3.5 million center sits on
what used to be called, until recently,
"Horse Hill." The. horses are gone
froni the area now that construction
crews are putting the finishing touches
on the building, and with the start of
this curreiit academic year, 800 stu
dents and thirteen faculty will occupy
the 18,000 square foot facility.
Features at the new site, whichwill
boost the Center's already excellent
program, include a demonstration and

preparation kitchen, a beverage man
agement laboratory and a demonstra
tion hotel classroom. The new build
ing also contains a lecture/demonstra
tion theatre; a specialized hospitality
industry library', a computer lab, sev
eral classrooms and conference
rooms, a student lounge and student
study areas.
The building is named for Ae
Center's chief financial contributor,
James A. Collins, Chairman of the
Board of Collins Foods and is the
largest partner in the Sizzler Restau
rant Chain. Collins is past-president
of the California Restaurant Associa
tion and has long been active in" the
National Restaurant Association.
Other prominent donors from the
hospitality industry have contributed
tb the new Center. They include Carl
Karcher Enterprises, the C^ifomia
Restaurant Association, Carnation
Company, Coca-Cola USA, In-N-Out
Burgers, Lawry's Restaurants, Inc., C
& C Organization, Jolly Roger, Inc.,
Anheuser-Buschk, Inc., Marriott Cor
poration, Hilton, Gulliver's Restau
rants, Hotel Information Systems, Inc.
and Handlery Hotels.
The Southern California Edison
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Health of Inland Empire Financial Institutions
Location

Institution

Total Assets
% Change in Total
in $(000)
Assets Since Dec, '88

Total Loans % Change inTotal Return on Assets
in $(000) Loans Since Dec. '88
(ROA)

Gateway Western Bank

Beaumont

38,768

8.2

24,264

0.1

0.93

First National Bank (Coachella)

Coachella

21,729

4.4

1,473

2.2

2.60

Corona

42,998

6.3

28,879

2.4

2.41

Ilcmet

90,929

-3.0

70,045

0.0

1.29

La Quinta

16,180

13.2

9,873

14.4

1.84

Moreno Valley

53,512

5.8

20,832

3,1

2.18

First Bank of Palm Desert

Palm Desert

24,221

7.7

18,749

3.9

a.77

Palm Desert National Bank

Palm Desert

58,590

15.8

34,656

11.7

1.15

De Anza National Bank

Riverside

40,489

11.7

25,6689

5.3

Inland Empire National Bank

Riverside

49,842

-3,0

34,371

-10.7

1.42

Riverside National Bank

Riverside

206,111

-2.1

132,076

4.9

-5,02

Cal-West National Bank

Sunnymead

23,353

6.0

12,367

5.1

1.82

Temecula

65,897

0.9

37,360

-1.8

0.85

Big Bear Lake

24,956

-0.4

13,716

8.9

1.26

Chino

388,9^7

4.4

263,028

4.9

1.64

Fontana First National Bank

Fontana

27,491

10.1

17,417

5.6

1.19

High Desert National Bank

Hesperia

33,375

1.9

17,983

7.2

1.34

Empire Bank

Ontario

79,208

'2.3

52,180

-0.6

0.84

First Trust Bank

Ontario

352,981

4.6

201,041

5.2

6.80

Golden Pacific Bank

Ontario

31,880

-11.5

21,658

2,4

0.94

Vineyard National Bank, Rancho Cucamonga

111,490

3.5

93,683

7.8

0.29

Redlands

174,445

3.4

106,890

7.8

1.32

San Bernardino

80,701

2.4

29,371

-1.3

1.52

Upland

46,736

-3.1

31,843

5.4

1.76

Victorville

54,697

-1.1

34,840

-2.1

1.08

Yucca Valley

45,303

3.3

27,255

6.1

1.50

Western Cominunity Bank
Bank of Hemet
Bank of Desert Valley Bank
Valley Bank

Overland Bank
First Mountain Bank
Chino Valley Bank

Bank of Redlands
Bank of San Bernardino
Upland Bank
Desert Community Bank
Bank of Yucca Valley

-

1.52

NOTE: This information was supplied by Sheshunoff Information Services, Inc. SOS Barton Road, Suite llOO, Austin.Texas 78704. Theorder in which Sheshunoff supplied the information
has no significance.
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T & S Continues Canyon Springs
Mega-Project

By Richard Lemire

Over the last decade, T & S Devel
opment, Inc., has grown along with
the city of Riverside to become its
largest locally-based development
company. Having endeavored to be
sensitive to community desires and
having been willing to lend a helping
hand to the needs of Riverside's
resident's, T & S Development has,
since its formation, made one of its
primary goals to be a good corporate
citizen of the city of Riverside.
The primary case in point is the
Canyon Springs project, which, when
completed, will make Riverside the
urban center of the Inland Empire.
That, indeed, has always been T & S's
vision for Canyon Springs.
Today, Canyon Crest Towne
Centre stands as a monument to the
standard of quality envisioned by T &
S. Originally, a subject of contro
versy, within the Canyon Crest neigh
borhood, the shopping center today is
embraced as a valued focal point of
the community. Their keen sensitiv
ity to the needs and feelings of the
community has been critical to the
continuing success of T & S projects.
By 1983, the Canyon Springs
Development had grown to 400 acres.
Meanwhile, the old rural areas of
Sunnymead and Edgemont (total
population 15,000 in the 1970's) had
grown into Moreno Valley, which by
1984, had become an incorporatedcity

of47,000 residents. Today its popula
tion is 100,000, and that is expected to
double within ten years. Canyon
Springs, just as its founders had envi
sioned, lay right in the middle of Riv
erside County's two largest cities.
A few months back. Rockefeller
and Associates Realty of San Fran
cisco announced plans to join in part
nership with T & S Development in
the completion of Canyon Springs and
other-Inland Empire projects. The
plan was to form a new company, RTS
Properties, combining the two firms.
Although the kockefeller Com
pany has pulled back from active in
volvement at this time, sources in bodi
T & S and Rockefeller Associates
Realty have said the Rockefeller Com
pany will be involved in Inland Em
pire projects,, but on a more selective
and, at first, limited scale.
To ensure the ongoing quality and
success of Canyon Springs, T & S now
has the Rouse Company and its part
ner in the ambitious mall project. The
Rouse Company is best known for its
development of the master-planned
city of Columbia, Maiyland, ^though
they have completed impressive proj
ects in Boston, Baltimore, Atlanta,
New Orleans, St. Louis and New
York.
The. first full-phase project com
pleted at Canyon Springs is the
Continued on page 21

Section 89

Continued from page 15

Another approach to improv
ing the healthcare landscape would be
to offer tax incentives to small busi
committee beforemaking a final deci nesses to enable them to provide in
sion on whether or rtot to support it. surance to their employees. This ap
Given other priorities in Congress, I proach would reduce revenues to the
do not expect that this measure will Federal Treasury, At the present time,
move very far in the 101st Congress. corporations can deduct 100 percent
Although it is appropriate to of the cost of their health insurance
call on business to help absorb health expenses from their taxes. Self-em
insurance costs, the government has ployed and unincorporated companies
the ultimate responsibility of address can only deduct 25 percent of their
ing the gaps in our health care system. health insurance costs, and only until
At the extreme of government assis the end of 1989, when this tax deduc
tance is the notion of national health tion is scheduled to expire. It may be
insurance. In the past, 1 have sup appropriate not only to extend the
ported efforts to provide universal deduction, but also increase it above
healthcare. Canada and other western 25 percent.
It is clear that federal and state
countries have implemented success
ful national health care insurance sys officials have a difficult task ahead of
tems to4he benefit of all the people I them indealing with gaps in the availa
believe that access to affordable bility of insurance in the United
health care is a fundamental service States. We will have to prepare the
which a government provides its citi proper policy mix of direct federal
zens. In my opinion, health care is a assistance, private sector regulations,
and across the board incentives. In
right, not a privilege.
Unfortunately proposals for addition, we must address the separate
national health insurance in the U. S. but equally important issue of reduc
have consistently been knocked down ing the cost of health care, which is at
since the 1960's. Given the current the root of our problems today.
I find it amazing, however,
fiscal climate, any plan to increase
taxes and federal expenditures would that considering our state of under
be impossible to push through Con standing of the problem in providing
gress. National he^th insurance may health care, we managed to take such
become a reality at some point in the a major step backwards with the adop
future, but certainly not before the tion of Section 89 of the 1986 Tax
Reform Act.
deficit is brought under control.
Tax deductions for employer
Short of full national health
insurance, there are ways that the provided health benefits have been
government can directly reduce, the, costing the federal government $32
number of uninsured. Expanding billion a year in lost revenue. The
medicaid to allow the unemployed desire to reduce that tax break and
uninsured to buy into the plan is cer bring more money into the Federal
tainly one way, and has even been Treasury is at the heart of Section 89
suggested by President Bush. Uhfor- legislation. Yet, this attempt to re
tunately, once the President learned coup some of that $32 billion creates a
what the price tag would be for such a disincentive for small businesses to
plan, he ceased bringing it up during provide health care coverage, thus re
sulting in more people wiAout insur
discussions about health care.
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"Creative t5?pes''are people too!

YX ou know who we mean. There they are ... in every advertising agency doing
their "thing" (which happens to make your campaigns and promotional materials
wildly successful.) Sometimes you can't live with them, but most certainly you
can't live without 'em. Yet, somehow, we've managed to
put together a wonderful mix of creative and wellmanaged talent. Thomas & Associates has developed
into the largest full-service agency in Corona to meet
the advertising needs of the Inland Empire. Our staff
includes some pretty respectable "creatives" —
like award-winning designers,
marketing and public
relations experts. We work
together to meet the
challenge of providing you
with the tools you'll need to
sell your products or services.

268 North Lincoln Avenue, Suite 2
Corona, California 91720
Phone: (714) 272-2969
FAX: (714) 734-7526

ance, which is making the problem of
uninsured Americans even worse.
To understand Section 89, we
need to go back to the harrowing days
of the negotiations over the Tax Re
form Act of 1986! Originally, Ways
and Means Committee Chairman Dan
Rostenkowski sought to simply im
pose a tax on employer provided bene
fits. After heated negotiations. Sec
tion 89 was developed as a compro
mise provision. Although my col
leagues have characterized the Sec
tion 89 Provision as an anti-discrimi-'
natory law, it actually seeks to raise
revenue from those firms who cannot
or will riot comply with its require
ments.
I should say at this point that I
am not altogether against reducing tax
breaks for high-paid executives. Part
of the objective of the Tax Reform Act
was to close loopholes that favored
the already well-to-do. But, the impo
sition of the Section 89 provisions
serves few interests except the con
sultants, accountants, and lawyers
which will be needed to interpret Sec
tion 89.
Under the law, businesses that
discriminate in favor of higher-paid
workers have two choices: Broaden
and/or extend coverage to lower-paid
workers or report the "discrimina
tory" portion of the higher paid work
ers' benefits as taxable income. The
anti-discrimination intent of the law is
Admirable. Lagree that there should be
incentives for employers to provide a
more equitable health insurance pack
age to dieir employees.
However, the law fails to es
tablish a practicd means for compa
nies to assess and determine discrimi
nation. The sheervolumes of data that
must be gathered and subjected totests
creates a daunting task.
Section 89, in its current form
places the burden of proving nondis

crimination completely on the shoul
ders of business. The penalties are
unreasonably stiff. In effect, busi
nesses are considered guilty until they
can prove themselves innocent. The
rules are also such that it will be
cheaper for companies to pay addi
tion^ taxes and penalties rather than
broaden health benefits for lower paid
workers. In my opinion, increasing
revenue was the true intent of Section
89, contrary to its publicly stated laud
able goal of expanding benefits for
low wage workers.
To bring you up to date on
Congressional action on this issue, in
June the Senate adopted compromise
language for Section 89 as part of a
child care bill. The Legislation would
replace the maze of non-discrimina
tion tests contemplated by Section 89
with tests intended to be simpler and
easier to meet. An employer-offered
health plan would pass muster as
"non-discriminatory" if it were made
available to at least 90 percent of all
employees and was deemed "afford
able"—^meaning that the plans would
not require workers to pay more than
40 percent of the premium. Workers
with discriminatory benefits would be
required to pay income taxes on the
value of such perks, and the effective
date would be delayed from October
1,1989 to January 1, 1990.
The House is also moving on
legislation to simplify Section 89, but
Rep. Rostenkowski may not be will
ing to go as far as the Senate. You may
recall that Rep. Rostenkowski intro
duced a Bill which he .claimed would
simplify the Section 89 rules consid
erably. Unfortunately, his new pro
posal was only a modest attempt to
scale back the provisions of Section
89 and would have offered little real

Continued on page 25
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Bedford And Cal TVans Team Up To Improve Traffic
By William L. Bopf

Bedford Development Com
pany is taking a lead position to work
with Cal Trans and the County of
Riverside to accomplish the fiill im
provement of Rancho California Road
from the freeway to Margarita Road.
Bedford Development Company will
be advancing several million dollars
which will ultimately be reimbursed
by all the developers on the Rancho
California corrider described.
Bedford Development Company rec
ognizes the traffic concerns that are
facing the community, and is working
with other developers to address those
concerns and assist the County and
Cal Trans to resolve them within their
funding priorities and staffing level.
Frequently, the need for an improve
ment is not paced with the ability of
government to respond; in this in
stance, Bedford Development Com
pany is working with other developers
to complete the entire corridor rather
than -Continue with the partial devel
opments that now exist. Bedford
Etevelopment Company and other de
velopers expect that we will receive
the support of the community in this
endeavor, and count on them to en
courage the various public agencies
to woik closely to see these problems
resolved.
Bedford Development Company
will also be expanding their Oakridge
American Office operations into the
entire building commonly referred to
as the Information Center. For the
past two years Bedford Development
Company has used that building as an
office location, provided a meeting
room for select community organiza
tions and company meetings, and
operated a residenti^ real estate sales
information activity for the Merchant

Builders Association within the
lobby. The expansion of Oakridge
American's activities necessitates the
need for this additional space, and will
cause the relocation of the Merchant
Builder's Association sales informa
tion center to temporary facilities in
an area near the existing building in
the parking lot.
In addition to the location of the
new real estate information center, a
three foot high, two rail decorative
wood fence will be installed around
the perimeter of the entire property.
This fence will have a number of signs
located upon it indicating that Ais
entire property is owned by Bedford
Development Company, and that
persons using this property are doing
so by permission of the company,
subject to its discretion. As previ
ously announced, Bedford Develop
ment Company is proceeding with
plans to construct office structures and
a restaurant on this property, and plans
to retain the lake as a landscape fea
ture in the entire project. This entire
site has zoning that ^lows an office/
commercial use and is covered by a
development agreement that provides
for mutual obligations between the
developer and &e County of River
side. Bedford Development Company
will proceed with their obligations
under that development agreement. In
addition, three other ponds will be re
stored in connection with the new
hotel under construction and the two
office buildings to be built adjacent to
the Rancho California Plaza. These
improvements in this particular inter
section represents over a 50 million
dollar commitment to provide empha
sis and quality as a hallmark for the
Continued on page 21

Temecula - Rancho California expected to
Incorporate in Novenber
This coming November 7, the vot^
ers in southwestern Riverside
County's Temecula and Rancho Cali
fornia area are expected to vote over
whelmingly in favor of city-hood.
Community leaders estimate a 75% to
90% vote in favor of incorporation.
Voters will also be asked to decide
two other issues: 1) whether to elect
councilmen by districts or at-large,
and 2) what name the newly created
city will have.
Jimmy Moore, owner of Topmast,
Inc., a business consultation and bro
kerage firm, has spearheaded the in
corporation effort as President of the
City Committee.
"We feel very confident the meas
ure will pass," commented Moore in a
telephone interview with the Inland
Empire Business Journal.
"We
formed a thirty-member committee a
year and a half ago. That committee
has reprosented a cross-section of the
entire-community—small
busi
nesses, large corporations, house
wives, retirees. We made every effort
to have every segment of the commu
nity represented.
"All of our meetings have been
open to the public," said Moore, "and
as a result, everyone here feels that
they have been a part of the process.
To date, we've put out 16 newletters
supporting eity-hood, and we've re
ceived a lot of press coverage, all of it
very positive. What it's boiled down
to is a lot of hard work by a lot of good
people."
Moore acknowledged that there
had been a number of "myths" that
needed to be dispelled. The most fre
quent concern, he said, was that taxes
would go up.
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"That was an easy one to deal
with," said Moore. The truth is that
we are experiencing such a rapid in
flux of people, commerce and indus
try into this area that city-hood now
puts the tax advantage on our side. Up
until now, the county has been taxing
us and spending ourrevenues all over
Riverside County. With incorpora
tion we can begin to spend our tax
dollars where they should be spent—
right here. Everyone now seems to
understand that."
Perry Peters, General Manager of
the Temecula-Rancho California
Chamber of Commerce and VicePresident of the City Committee, also
predicted a landslide vote for cityhood in November. As did Moore, he
talked at length about the first abor
tive attempt at incorporation three
years ago.
"I worked with LeS Adam, presi
dent of AZ Industries, and a lot of
sincere people back in late 1986 and
early 1987 to get city-hood on the
ballot then," recalled Peters. We got
enough signatures and w^ got a feasi
bility study completed, but when we
went to the Local Agency Formation
Commission (LAFCO), which ad
vises the Board of Supervisors on
incorporation of cities, we found that
we lacked what's called a metes and
bounds map. That's an official map
which legally defines the new city's
boundaries. We were out of money,
and to have such a map drawn up costs
thousands of dollars. So, for a time,
we gave up.
"It was at that point," continued
Peters, "that Bill Bopf of Bedford

j
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IRS Cracking Down On Misclassifylng Independent Contractors
By Barbara Lee Crouch

The IRS is currently conduct cipal bargain for a contract to com
ing a nationwide collection progfam plete a specific project for compensa
aimed at identifying employers who tion by project rather than by time.
miscMssify their employees as"Tnde3. That the worker's independ-pendent Contractors." The IRS cur ent contractor status is bona fide and
rently has about 300 revenue officers not a subterfuge to avoid employee
nationwide conducting examinations status.
under the program.
4. The contractor is not given
As a result of the program, a fixed wage or drawing account.
over 9,000 delinquent employment
5. The contractor can either
returns have been filed and 92% of realize a profit or sustaih a loss from
those employers have been issued tax the work performed.
assessments. Seventy percent of the
6. Contract must not give the
total tax collected consists of withheld employer the right to control; the con
income, social security taxes and em tractor has control over the time and
ployment taxes.
place the work is performed and how
The IRS has taken steps to put it is to be accomplished.
revenue agents in contact with em
7. In actual practice, there
ployers as soon as irregularities are must be no direction-and control even
detected. Early contact increases the if the contract stateis that there shall be
IRS's chances of collecting the delin no direction and control.
quent taxes, as well as allowing em
8. The contractor performs
ployers a better chance of financial re work that is not the same or substan
covery. Employers who are 3 or more tially the same as work ordinarily
quarters in arrears on their payroll performed in the course of the princi
taxes are rarely able to recoVetr-pay pal work.
their taxes, and continue in business.
9. The contractor holds him
There in no single rule or test self out to the general public or for
for determining whether an individual others in the same trade/business as
is an independent contractor or an the employer.
employee. Determining whether the
10. The contractor does not, in
person is an employee or an independ fact, spend most or all ofhis time serv
ent contractor is a matter of careful ing only one employer.
interpretation in each case. There
11. The amount of the alleged
fore, due care must be exercised in contractor's investment in facilities
gathering all facts necessary to make a and equipment.
determination.
12. The contractor supplies the
The best workable definition tools or instrumentalities used in the
of an independent contractor is a per work.
son who is engaged to ^rform work
It is wise to have the agree
or render services,- but is chargeable ment in writing. A written contract is
only with the end result and is not not conclusive proof, but it does cor
subject to control in how the details of roborate Jhat the party's.intent was to
the work or services are carried out.
establish an independent contractor
The best characteristics to status.
prove that an individual is an inde
Generally, under the common
pendent contractor are as follows:
law concept of master and servant, a
1. Customarily engaged In an worker is an employee if the person
independently established business for whom the person works has the
that offers service(s) to the public.
right to direct and control the way the
2. Holds a business license to employee works, both as to the final
offer such service(s). (see following results and as to the details of when,
note).
'
where aiid how th^ work is to be ac
3. Has State .and Federal Tax complished. The employer does not
l.D. numbers for tax purposes.
need to exercise that control; it is
4. Has a separate business tele sufficient that -the employer has the
phone.
right to do so. There are many other
5. :^6gisters fictitious busi factors tending to substantiate the
ness names, siich as a dba.
employment relationship. For ex
6.- Issues invoices for services ample, the employment status is es
rendered.
tablished if anyone of the following
7. Has Workers Compensa factors applies. If the employer:
tion insurance coverage for individu
1. Has the right to direct and
als that the contractor employs in control the worker's manner, mode,
providing such services.
methods-and-means of performing the
NOTE: Under'the California details of the work.
Business and Professions Code, a
2. Pays salary or wages which
person performing any function or ac are measured by the standard of time,
tivity for which a business license is piece, task, commission or other
required, shall hold a valid method of calculation.
contractor's license as a. condition of
3. Provides fringe benefit c6vhaving independent contractor status. erages (vacation pay, sick pay, holiHoweaver, having such a license does <iay pay, group insurance coverages,
not automatically establish the inde pension/profit sharing contributions,
pendent contractor status.
etc.).
There is no single definition
4. Requires that work be per
that solves all problems in determin formed during specific days or hours.
ing the independent contractor rela
5. The work being perfonhed
tionship, nor can determination be is a part of the employer's regular
based on isolated factors. It depends business.
upon the circumstance of the whole
6. Furnishes the worker's
activity. Listed below are some of the tools or other implements.
major factors that tend tp prove an in
7. Furnishes the individual a
dependent contractor status.
place where he pan regularly and nor
1. The relationship is not sev mally work.
erable or terminable at will by the
8. The employer has the right
principal but gives rise to an action for to discharge the individual.
breach of contract.
Keep in mind that an em
2. The contractor and the prin ployee/worker has the right to quit

working for the employee, but inde
pendent contractors are legally obli
gated to complete the contract.
If it is.determined that the socalled independent contractor is, in
fact, an employee, the employer can
then be held liable and assessed for
unpaid taxes for:
1. Federal Income Contribu
tions Act (Social Security).
2. Federal Unemployment
Taxes.
3. California Unemployment
Insurance Taxes.
4. Federal Income Tax With
holding.
5. California State Income
Tax Withholding.
6. California State Disability
Insurance Taxes.
7. California Workers' Com
pensation Insurance.
In addition, under current
Federal Tax Laws, businesses are
required to send out information re(ums (1099's) to report payments to
taling $600 a year to any person who
performs any kind of service (inde
pendent contractor) for busiiiess
(Code Section 6041A). Penalties for
ignoring this requirement are" $50 per
failure not to exceed $50,000 in any

calendar year. If a principal intention
ally disregards these requirements, the
penalty soars to not less than 10% of
the amount not reported, without re
gard to the $50,000 limitation (Code
Section 6652). To insure that compa
nies do not misclassify workers in an
attempt to avoid payroll taxes, the IRS
matches contractors' tax returns with
those of the employers who hire them.
This audit process has resulted in
numerous reclassifications of sales
personnel, insurance agents, technical
service specialists, and real estate
agents.
The IRS, for its own purposes,
does provide a means (IRS form 55-8)
by which employers may obtain rul
ings in advance as to the status of their
employees. Rulings in advance are, of
course, the safest route to foUow for
both the employer and the independ
ent contractor.
Barbara Crouch is the Inland Empire
Manager of the .California Merchants
and Manufacturers Association. Her
offices are located in the Mission
Financial Center at 3600 Lime Street,
Suite, 326, Riverside, CA. 92501.
Phone: (714)784-9430.

Glen Ivy CEO...
ness?
MR. MANN: Basically,it's through
mortage-backed securities- called
Time ahare Pass Certificates that are
traded like any other security on the
public market. Sheafson-LehmanHutton and Paine Webber.are under
writing our current public offering.
lEBJ: Could you tell us something
about your company's p h i l o s o p h y
and how that translates into the com
pany culture at Glen Ivy?
MR. MANN: Certainly. Our number,
one priority is customer service.
Customer satisfaction is our number
one criterion for success. I'm sure
you've seen "60 Minutes" and also
read about the unethical and illegal
practices that plague our industry. We
have to work doubly hard as a legiti
mate time-share company to combat
that kind of bad publicity for the indus
try in general. We do a lot more than
any of our competitors for our custom
ers, from the time a person first con
tacts us, -through the sale, and then
from the time they leave home, to the
time they return after enjoying the
resort property they've purchased.
Often, it's the thoughtful little things
you do for a person that"make a big
difference.
lEBJ: Your corporate headquarters
are in Corona. How did you decide to
locate the core of your operations there
instead of,.say, San Diego, Orange
County, or Los Angeles?
MR. MANN: Fve lived in Canyon
Lake for some time. So partly, it's
.been a matter of convenience.. Also, 1
wanted the company headquartered in
an area of rapid population and com
mercial expansion.
lEBJ:What sort of work did you do
before you started Glen Ivy?
MR. MANN: From 1960 to 1971 1
was in the home building business
in Wisconsin! Then, for four years, 1
was in the advertising specialty busi
ness—^key chains, lighters, pens and
pencils—those sorts of promotional
items.

lEBJ: By now you've grown to the
point where you have .a significant
presence in a lot of different commu
nities, and there's every indication that
will be an increasing trend. How do
you see your company integrating into
these communities?
MR. MANN: As we become more
and more successful, 1 feel that wehave
a responsibility to do public service
projects and charity work"wherever we'
have a presence. Personally, my wife
and 1 are very active at the leadership
level in both the Cystic Fibrosis and
Muscular. Dystrophy Associations.
My wife was co-chairman for the
"Night of the Stars" Cystic Fibrosis
fundraiser in Los Angeles last May and
is co-chairman of the Cystic Fibrosis
Investor's Ball this coming October in
Orange County. I'm the national vice
president of the Muscular Dystrophy
Association and an honorary board
member of the Orange County Cystic
Fibrosis Guild.
lEBJ:Are there any other factors which
have contributed to the remarkable
success of your company?
MR. MANN: We've always been the
most innovative of the time-share
companies. For example, we've done
a lot to enhance our image by doing co
op advertising with the Forum, the
Lakers, the Kings and Vons. We re
cently signed similar deals with the
Angels, Rams, Chargers, and Padres.
lEBJ:As busy as you are with business
and civic activities, does that leave you
any time for family and recreation?
MR. MANN: Oh, yes. We have one
son, Ricky, who's 23 years old, and
three daughters, Cora, 12; Ava, 4; and
Megan, 2. Welove water sports, which
is one reason we live on Canyon Lake.
1 especially enjoy-water skiing. 1 also
play basketbaU on Glen Ivy's Corona
League team.
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Temecula to incorp...
Continued from page 19

Properties quietly made it known that
he could help us with the funding of a
hew city-hood drive. Bill has served
as one of the 30 members of the City
Committee, but he and his company
have been very low key in all of this.
They've been there to help when
asked, but have never tried to direct
things either publicly or behind the
scenes. I can see all kinds of ways in
which incorporation would benefit
Bedford and Rancon Development
both, but Bill has chosen to conduct
himself as just another interested citi
zen."
When asked about the issue of
council districts versus at-large elec
tions, both Peters and Moore predicted
that the at-large side would win, al
though neither would hazard a guess
at the margin. On the question of the
new city's name, they both ranked
"Temecula" as the frontruimer with
'Temecula Valley" running a distant
second.
Moore emphasized that the origi
nal Indians, who occupied the area,
had always called it "Temecula".
Peters pointed out that Rancho Cali
fornia" was a name invented about 25
years ago by Kaiser Development
Corporation for the 97,000 acres of
land purchased from the original Vail
Ranch. When Bedford bought out
Kaiser, they simply retained the name
for their various development proj
ects.
"Bedford Properties has made itvery clear," emphasized Peters, "that
they'have no stake in what the new
city is called. "Rancho California" is
simply their name, for development
projects. They don't feel the city n^e
will affect them in any way."
Both Moore and Peters stressed the
improved civic services city-hood will
bring to the area. According to Peters,
the average response time by the
County Sheriff's Department to a call
from the area is 61 minutes.
"That's not to fault the Depart
ment," Peters hastened to add. "It's
just that the nearest substation is in

Bedford and Cal Trans
Continued from page,19

new community.
Bedford Properties is a privately
held, national diversified real estate
development and management com
pany headquartered in Lafayette,
California. The company has more
than 11 million square feet of build
ings and properties located in 18 states
and is involved in the acquisition of
land development, industrial park and
office parks, commercial and retail
developments, single family home
construction and multi-family devel
opment and management. Included
among these assets was the acquisi
tion of 28,000 acres acquired from the
Kaiser Development Company in
Rancho California in 1986. Since that
time, Bedford has sold approximately
10,000 acres of peripheral develop
ment sites and is retaining the core
properties for its own development.
Rancho California is one of the most
rapidly growing areas in the Inland
Eny)ire which is credited to be one of
the most rapidly growing areas in the
entire United States. It is experienc
ing a healthy mix of business and
commercial job opportunities along
with quality affordable homes.
William L. Bopf is Vice President for
Community Relations with Bedford
Development Company.

Lake Elsinore. With incorporation,
we'll have our own police and fire
protection, as well as the ability to
build more recreational areas. We
need more parks here. We've got
more and more young families mov
ing into our area all Ae time."
Both Peters and Moore agreed that
a critical factor in the probable suc
cess of the second incorporation ef
fort, versus the 1986-1987 drive, is
that three years ago the plan included
Murrieta. According tp Petere, Murrieta wanted to form their own separate
city, which made the original drive
for incorporation unnecessarily ran
corous.
"Of course, we'd love to annex
them later on," Peters chuckled, "but
they have to decide their own future.
The one thing I can say is that without
the Murrieta issue muddying the wa
ters, we've had a much easier timis of
it this time around."
Jimmy Moore summed up his
remarks thusly: "It's been a lot of fim,
but I'll be glad when it's over. It's
been an awful lot of very hard work on
the part of a lot of dedicated people."

Canyon Springs...
Continued from page 18

Canyon Springs Promenade, home to
a number of retail stores, theaters and
reiStaurants. The 42-acre Promenade
had set the standard of excellence for
future Canyon Springs projects.
Other tenants already displaying a
Canyon Springs address include State
Compensation Insurance Fund, Com
monwealth Land Title Insurance Co.,
and the Keith Companies. Canyon
Springs Medical Plaza is the first joint
venture between Riv^ide County's
two largest medical providers. River
side Medical Clinic and Riverside
Community Hospital. Opening in Fall
of 1989, Canyon Springs Medical
Clinic features a 68,000 square foot,
Ml-service outpatient clinic.
Restaurants at Canyon Springs
Marketplace indude El Torito, Black
Angus, Coco's, the Claim Jumper,
Spoons, and McDonalds. These res
taurants are destined to serve the
Canyon Springs shoppers ^ well as
tenants and visitors of Canyon Springs

Corporate Centre, a 30 acre premier,
executive office park featuring six
class A office buildings up to eleven
stories high. The first building. Tower
One, wiU break ground in 1990.
Pepsi Cola chose Canyon Springs
as the site of one of their largest bot
tling and distribution facilities in the
United States. As full buildout, the
Pepsi plant will exceed 400,000
square feet and employ over 600
people. The Canyon Springs Spec
trum housing Pepsi Cola will, when
completed, create 25,000 new jobs.
In summary, what was only a
dream a little more than a decade ago,
is now an ongoing reality. And there
is every reason to expect the tradition
of excellence to continue well into the
future.
Richard Lemire is Director of Public
Relations for T&S Development, Inc.

"Building business environm,^^
business relationships. We J^lpreni to last."
V

Some people say

That means when it

we do a great job building

comes time to relocate

business environments.
Fast. Reliable. Competitive.

or expand, you'll know
who to call. When we build

On time, within budget.

business environments,

Top quality, Guaranteed!
But there's more.
When it comes to full

we build relationships.
We've built our
reputation on iti

service, we never leave you
flat. Development Archi
tectural-planning, budget

SEASHORE

ing, General Contracting.

CONSTRUCTION, INC.

Even lease negotiations.

1072 S. E. Bristol St.,

From start to finish, a little

Suite ICQ, Santa Ana

or a lot.
When we plan a job

Heights, CA 92707

we're jn it for the long haul.

License Number 469215

(714) 662-2002

SEASHORE
CONSTRUCTIOrilNC.
Commercial Construction
Development

naiopr^v:ir-'

From left to right: Lobtiy and
Fleception, Cushman Vlfykefield.
Showroom, Lee Jofa, Inc.,
Birtcher Properties.

•4 V ^

Billjiicker, President,
SmSHdPECONSTWCTION. Inc.
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Dawson speaks...

September 18 - October 17,1989

20. "I've learned a lot about negotiat
ing just seeing them grow up," he
Continued from page 3
chuckles.
Bom in England in 1940, Dawson
tiating, believes Dawson, is becoming
aware of all the negotiating we do in came to this country in 1962 at the age
our daily lives—in our families, of 22. He had done some photography
within our circle of friends, at the before leaving the British Isles, but
grocery store, and so on. We all have his first job in America was working
a latent talent for successful profes for Bank of America in Menlo Park.
"I was making $300 a month,"
sional negotiating. It just needs to be
brought out into the, open so that we Dawson laughed, "and I thought that
are aware of what we're doing and can was all the money in the world."
Now Dawson is in great demand as
plan ahead.
"Watch children carefully," says both a speaker and consultant the
Dawson. "They are brilliant negotia world over. When he goes into a
company as a consultant,, he has ev
eryone fill out an eight-page questioimaire, then he spends considerable
time with the key people in the'organization. At that point, Dawson says^ he
has a good idea of where the problem
areas are. He then meets with small
groups to work on developing and
sharpening negotiating skills.
When asked how he manages such
a gmeling schedule, Dawson said that
he does build considerable flexibility
into his routine. "I don't work in July
or from mid-December to mid-Janu
ary," he said.
"And I make sure there is plenty of
time to do what I love to do. That
includes mountain climbing. I love
it."
We asked Roger Dawson about his
plans for the future.
"I'm still working in the whole
field of negotiations," he replied.
tors. That means that we all have Ae "I've just completed Secrets of Power
talent within us somewhere, but as we Persukions. which will be published
grow older we get intimidated by this fall. That's in addition to my
societal pressures and lose touch with Secrets of Power Negotiating, which
the art. Myjob is to put people back in is already out.
touch widi that talent and get them
"Negotiating is so important and
thinking about negotiating in a sys yetso intricate a process. There's a lot
tematic way."
to be done in the field. I find I learn as
Dawson himself has three chil much from my clients and audiences
dren: Julia, 25; Dwight, 24; and John, as they learn from me."

Floor Coverings By

SORRENTO
Decorator Floor Designs Of The
Finest Carpet
Vinyl, Wood, Ceramic Tile & Marble Available

Custom Bordering & Decorative Inlays
Our Specialty
Decorator Area Rugs

We Also Specialize In
Industrial & Coftimercial Installations

SORRENTO CARPET MART
To Arrange A Consultation
PLEASE CALL

(714) 898-3626
(213) 925-3211
(800) 433-6280

"PEOPLE DON'T WANT SURPRISES
WHEN THEY NEED HEALTH CARE"
Ready access to a qualified doctor or hospital is what your employees
should expect from a Health Maintenance Organization. Skilled, professional
services backed by an HMO whose staff can give personal attention to
an individual's questions and needs.
Inter Valley members see their primary care physician first. Then, when
necessary, the doctor will refer the patient to a specialist, hospital, or other
facility. The Inter Valley I.D. card is all youf employee needs to receive
appropriate medical services with no unnecessary delays, no uncertainties
about what to do, and no paperwork to fill out.
Founded over a decade ago by local providers, we're a community-based,
not-for-profit corporation. We have no stockholders or investors to satisfy,
and no absentee management. All our resources are concentrated right
here where our members live and work.
The bottom line at Inter Valley is that we put the focus on quality of
care and personalized service to our members.

Inter Valley Health Plan
300 South Park Avenue • Suite 300 • Pomona, CA 91766
6800 Indiana Avenue • Suite 100 • Riverside, CA 92506

Employers Call: (800) 843-3520 • Riverside Area Call: (714) 788-6766
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The largest meeting facilities in the Inland Empire
Ranked by number of meeting rooms

Rank

Name and Address

Total
Meeting Rooms

Banquet
Capacity

Capacity
of Largest
Meeting Room

33

1,980

2,000

John CerUle
{619) 34t-2211

1,200

1,500

Anthony Stewart-Moore
(M9) 77J-4444

26

1,400

1,200

Judy Vossler Woodar<r
(619) 564-4111

26

900

1,800

Mac sMcSeill
(619) 322-6000

General Manager - Phone Number

Marriott's Desert Springs Resort & Spa
74-855 Country Club Drive, Paim Desert, CA 92260

2

Stouffer Esmeralda Resort
44-400 IndianWellsLanc, Indian Weils, CA 92210

3

La Quinta Hotel Golf &Tennis Resort
49499 Eisenhower Drive, La Qunita, CA 92253'

4

Wyndham Paim Springs
888 East 1ahquilz Way, Palm Springs, CA 92262

5

Radisson Paim Spring Resort
1600 N. Indian Avenue, Paim Springs, CA 92262

25

1,200

2,000

VInl Gupta
(619) 327-0311

6

Hyatt Grand Champion Resort
44-600 Indian Welts Lane, Indian Weils, CA 92210

19

660

880

Rkh Cortcse
(619) 341-1000

7

Marriott's Rancho Las Paimas Resort
41000 Bob Hope Drive, Rancho Mirage,CA 92270

16

1,250

1.785

Paul CorslnlU
(619) 560-2727

8

Paim Springs Marquis Hotel & Villas
150 S. Indian Avenue, Palm Springs, CA 92262

16

860

1,100

Charles Koulel
(619) 322-2121

9

Ontario Airport Red Lion Inn
700 N. Haven Avenue, Ontario, CA 91764

14

1,200

675

Jeffrey Ftckenf^
(714) 900-0400

10

Riverside Convention Center
3443 Orange Street, Riverside, CA 92501

14

1,500

2,000

11

Doubletree at Desert Princess
P.O. Box 1644, Paim.Springs, CA 92263

12

12

Paim Springs Hilton
400 East Tahquitx Way, Palm Springs, CA 92262

13

The Westin Mission HIiisResort
71333 Dinah Shore Drive, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270

14

The Racquet Club of Palm Springs
3743 North Indian Avenue, Paim Springs, CA 92262

15

The Ritz Carlton
68-900 Frank Sinatra Drive, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270

16

Spa Hotel & Mineral Springs
100 N. Indian Avenue, Paim Springs, CA 92263

17

Maxim's de Paris Suite Hotel
285 N- Paim Canyon Drive, Paiin Springs, CA 92262

00

1

19
20

Erawan Garden llotei
76-477 Highway 111, Indian Wells, CA 92210

Cathedral Canyon Resort
34567 Cathedral Canyon Drive, Palm Springs, CA 92264
Ramada Inn/Indian Weils
76-661 Highway 111, Indian Weils, CA 92210

22

San Bernardino Hilton
285 East Hospitality LaneSan Bernardino, CA 92408

23

Embassy Suites Hotel
74-700 Highway 111, Palm Desert, CA 92260

24

Oasis Water Resort Villa Hotel
4990 East Palm Canyon Drive, Palm Springs, CA 92264

''

..

George condoe.
Preside nt/CEO
<714)?07<795fr-^

600

740

450

700

10

360

600

Larry Sheerer
(619) 320-5955

iliiiiiliiiiii

750

450

<619)325-7201

9

700

1,000

Wolfgang Bare
(619) 321-0202

650

750

8

165

225

Alan Ayree
(619) 322-9000

iiiilMiHig

250

300

Jlobfft Thnperia

8

250

N/A

Robert Sparling
(714)704-0000

ijiiiliiiWiiBi

275

500

7

650

650

Jill Schulx
(619) 345-6466

iKiPPiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

550

N/A

<714) 009-0133

6

500

675

Miiiiiiiii

N/A

120

4

250

300

Riverside Sheraton
3400 Market Street, Riverside, CA 92501

21

25

32"

Shadow Mountain Resort & Racquet Club
45-750 San iuis Rey Avenue, Palm Desert, CA 92260

Copyright 1989 Inland Empire Business Journal.
This list amy not be reprinted or reproduced in
whole or in part without prior written premission.

r

Robert I>eVoe
/(619) 322-7000

FrtdMurrjr

<iri9) 320-606$

Dougtaa Lode

Heinz Hoftnan
(619) 325-1461

(619> 346-8021

•'

^

Scott COndland
(619) 321-9000

Reiner Rletl^

Jamee Sanglnltl
(619) 340-1499

Dan Evana

(619J320-W99 '
Jeff A ken
(619) 346-6123

i

WND - Would not disclose
N/A - blot available

^

NOTE: The information in the above list was obtained from the hotels listed. To the
best of our knowledge, the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While
every.effort is anide to ensure the accuracy and throughness of the list, omissions and
typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on
company letterhead to the Imland Empire Business Journal, 3535 Inland Empire
Boulevard, Ontario, CA 91764.

^
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Stouffer Esmeralda Resort Opens

On Wednesday, September 13th, the Stouffer Esmeralda Resort held its
official opening ceremonies. Anthony Stewart-Moore, an eight-year employee
of file Stouffer Hotel Company and the new resort's General Manager, presided
at the ceremonies.
Malcolm S. Forbes, Jr., was honored as the first guest of the hotel and
was officially registered into the executive suite named for his father, Malcolm
S. Forbes, Sr., Chairman and Editor-in-Chief of Forbes Magazine.-

September 18 - October 17,1989
Jim Morrlssey
Jim Morrissey has joined The Keith Companies-Inland Empire (TKC)
as a Senior Planner, the firm announced recently.
Mr. Morrissey will be involved in all phases of planning for The Keith
Companies, including environmental analysis,- specific plans, governmental
relations and municipal planning activities. Prior to joining The Keith Compa
nies-Inland Empire, Mr. Morrissey was Assistant Director of Community De
velopment with the City of Hemet.
Mr. Morrissey received his Bachelor of Science Degree in Urban and
Regional Planning from California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. He
is currently Secretary/Treasurer of the Inland Empire Chapter of the American
Plaiming Association.
Headquartered in California, The Keith Companies is a multi-disci
pline planning and civil engineering firm of over 550 professionals with offices
throughout California, the Southwest and the Pacific Rim. In addition to
planning and engineering, the firm also provides consulting services in land
scape architecture, public works, land surveying, environmental analysis and
water resources.

Legal Seminar

The Stouffer Esmeralda Resort, located in Indian Wells, is a $117
million, 560-room facility. Upsigned to be the most complete luxury resort in
the Coachella VaUey, the hotel features 44 suites with tiled balconies, which
open up to a clear view of the Santa Rosa mountains; two restaurants, the
"Sirocco," featuring Mediterranean cuisine and "Charisma" featuring Conti
nental food; three swimming pools, including one with a sandy beach entry;
seven tennis courts; and a 36-hole championship golf course designed by Ted
Robinson.
The hotel also features a glass-enclosed eight-story atrium lobby with
a sweeping dual grand staircase, 33,000 square feet of ballrooms, boardrooms
and meeting space areas, two lakeside whirlpools and a health and fitness club.
Officials of the Stouffer Hotel Company, hotel employees and Indian
Wells Mayor Richard R. Oliphant all participated in the opening ceremonies.
William N. Hulett, President of Stouffer, and Mayor Oliphant unveiled
a granite tablet set into one of the stone columns at the resort's entrance, on
which is inscribed the hotel's name, opening date, and the names of the Stouffer
president and the mayor, along with Ae words, "Committed to Service Excel
lence."
"We have built a world-class resort which is the premier property in one
of the world's great resort areas," said Hulett. "We intend to make the people
of Indian Wells, and the entire Coachella VaUey, proud of our presence here by
demonstrating our commitment to the highest level of service and.standards of
quality in the daily operations of the resort."
Mr. Stewart-Moore announced that the.grand formal opening will take
place on November 18th. In keeping with the Stouffer tradition, that the grand
opening of a hotel benefit a worthy cause or institution of special importance
to the community, Stewart-Moore said the resort's grand opening will benefit
the new John L. Sinn Emergency Wing of Eisenhower Memorial Medical
Center in Rancho Mirage. The wing is scheduled for completion later this year.
Bob Hope will be the featured performer at the grand opening gala and will
arrange appearances by other stars.
"Stouffer is deeply committed to the concept of corporate citizenship,"
Stewart-Moore said. "Speaking for myself and the entire staff, Stouffer
Esmeralda Resort will be a stalwart corporate citizen of this community we are
now proud to call home."
The resort is the third Stouffer property in California. The Stouffer
Concourse Hotel, at Los Angeles International Airport, opened in August of
1986. Last January, Stouffer purchased The Stanford Court in San Francisco..
Overall, Stouffer's owns forty-one hotel/resort properties both in the United
States and abroad.

Construction general contractors, subcontractors, and material suppli
ers can learn how to protect their right to get paid at the "Mechanic's Lien Law
in Plain English" seminar to be held on Wednesday, October 4, 1989 at the
Quality Itm Hotel in Ontario, adjacent to the airport.
Seminar leader Jeff Wheatley, 18-year construction lawyer and engi
neer will teach contractors how to effectively use their lien rights, how the court
system works, and how to use all of the legal tools available to them for
successful construction projects.
Wheatley, known for speaking in clear layman's English, guarantees no
legalese. Individual questions will be welcome throughout and following the
seminar.
The seminar will be from 6:00 to 9:30 p.m. For registration and more
information, call 714-992-6300 or toll free 1-800-422-2090.

Temecula couple honored
The upper level of the California Museum of Photography at the
University of California, Riverside will be named in honor of Won Sang ,
president of Ranpac Engineering Corporation in Temecula, and for his wife
Insook Yoo.
The naming recognizes the couple's contribution of $150,000 to the
California Museum of Photography. The donation is the latest in the $2.5
million capital campaign to remodel the historic Kress Building in downtown
Riverside as the new home of the California Museum of Photography.
"We see the Riverside community in a larger sense than just the city of
Riverside. The university makes a contribution to die quality of life of the entire
area," Yoo said, explaining his interest in UCR's museum.
"We are touched and moved by the vision and generosity of Won and
Insook Yoo. Their commitment along with those of other governmental and
community leaders will enrich the lives of thousands of visitors to the new
museum," said Dr. James H. Erickson, vice chancellor for University Relations
and Development
Yoo's firm, Ranpac Engineering, has 150 employees and is a full
service civil engineering firm capable of coordinating all aspects of projects
undertaken by the corporation. It was founded by Yoo in 1976.
The California Museum of Photography, with collections valued at $15
million, is recognized as one of the three most significant photographic muse
ums in the county. Featuring both photographic images and apparatus, the
museum's collections are on par with those of &e Eastman.House in Rochester
and the Smithsonian Institution.

Try the new, tasteful soimd of KOLA radio.
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young. Neil Diamond. George Michael.
Barry Manilow. Paul McCartney. Barbra Streisand.
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New
Age Seminars
By Robert Kemp
In recent years more and more companies have been sending their
managers and executives to what are called "New Age" seminars where all sorts
of odd things transpire. For one thing, there is a lot that is old aboiit the "New
Age" fad. Encounter groups, sensitivity sessions, self-actualization work
shops, positive thinking classes—all of these date back anywhere from the
1940's (in the case of Rogerian Self-Actualization and the Power of Positive
Thinking) up to the late 1960's and early 1970's sensitivity-encounter move
ments. These activities are simply did wine.in new bottles, and there is no
reason to believe the more recent vintages are any better than their predecessors
at helping people deal with themselves or their jobs.
What is new about the "New Age" movement comes from a mishmash
of Eastern mysticism and the occult. At some seminars, for example, partici
pants race across a bed of hot coals just to improve their confidence level. No
one bothers to point out that the normal bare calloused foot will not blister
anyway if the highly-motivated victim "hot foots" it at the usual pace such an
adventure inspires.
Other "New Age" activities include mystical "consciousness raising"
sessions based on little-understood Oriental techniques. The stated goal is to
expand consciousness and mental, emotional, and spiritual capability, but most
often, attendees are lectured to about marvelous inner powers and put through
a series of meaningless exercises that no respectable psychologist would even
consider using. Some "New Age" enthusiasts even openly acknowledge that
their mission is to teach their clientele to c^ upon ancient pagan occult forces
in order to improve sales and productivity.
Make no mistake about it, however. There arfe"management consulting
firms" making millions at this nonsense evep^ year. The fad is in full swing, and
there's lots of money in all this self-expression, meditating, chanting, overcom
ing seemingly impossible physical obstacles, and baring one's soul to one's co
workers.
This last point raises a critical issue of psychology, ethics and legality
combined. Consider, for a moment, what it could mean that people, who have
to work along side each other on a daily basis, have to reveal, in a three-day
weekend retreat, highly vulnerable areas of their past and present lives. If it
were an ongoing Aerapy group, conducted by a competent therapist, where the
issues could be talked out and resolved over a period of time, it would be one
thing. But consider the tension that must pervade an office on the Monday
morning after onelaf these "bare-your-soul" weekends. Rape, incest, phobias,
and deeply guarded emotional secrets, could well be public knowledge oh
Monday, when they had been strictly private matters just the previous Thurs
day.
Is it legal, or even ethical, to require employees to participate in such
sessions? Heaven knows we have precious little privacy left in our lives.
Then there is the very real danger that some grpup tactics drive fragile
people into psychotic breaks. It happens, and it happens frequently. Even'the
"New Age" advocates admit that about 10% of their participants break down
and become non-functional during the exercises. What executive in his right
mind would send ten valued employees to a seminar knowing that the odds were
that one of the ten would be severely damaged emotionally by the experience.
Work is a place to work. Therapy offices are places to.get therapy. The
two should not be confused. Required workshops, classes and seminars need
to involve work-related learning, and employees have every right, to refuse to
attend "New Age" events, even if it means going to court over it.
In C. S. Lewis' Screwtaoe letters (all, purportedly, written by a senior
devil in hell to his apprentice nephew instructing him on the capturing of human
souls), the experienced Screwtape writes: "If once we can produce our perfect
work—the Materialist Magician, the man, not using, but veritably worshiping,
what he vaguely calls 'Forces' while denying the existence of 'spirits'—then
the end of the war will be in sight."
Could it be that the "New Age" movement, far from being a panacea for
better work performance, is instead a measure of the spiritual baidcruptcy of our
present age?
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Life Insurance Companies Going Way
of Thrifts
Over the past dozen years, some two dozen insurance companies have
faulted. This is a radical departurfe from the 1960's and 1970's when the default
rate was ranning consistenfly at about one per year. In other words, the default
rate is now twice thatof the period between 1967 and 1987.
With all the public and press attention to the savings ^d loan crisis, it
is interesting that there has been no similar hue and cry, let alone much interest
in what is going on in the life insurance industry.
Fortunately, most of the life insurance companies, that have failed up
to this point, are relatively small. Most policy holders have recouped their
losses because healthy insurance companies made good on the defaulted
policies through state-guaranty funds.
However, the annual policy holder losses soared from just $9 million in
1982 to approximately $70 million each of the last two years.
There are 155 million life insurance policy holders in the United States.
Very few are aware of how precarious the system is becoming. If life insurance
failures continue to increase, the larger, more stable companies will inevitably
reach a point where they can only take care of themselves and their own policy
holders.
Unfortunately, the problem is not entirely limited to small companies.
The same high-risk tactics that have brought smdl companies to ruin have also
begun to trouble some of the giants in the industry. In 1984, every single life
insurance company, tracked by rating agencies, had the top "Aaa" rating.
Today, only 40% are classified in that category.
What are the danger signals we should have noticed long before now?
Primary, among instability factors, are the rapidly shrinking capital and surplus
accounts which are designed to cushion against unpredictable risks.
One way is to compare capital on-hand with portfolio risk. An index
tracked by Moody's since 1985, using ICQ as an adequate level of capital
needed to compensate for portfolio risks, shows a declirie from 110, four years
ago, to 96 today.
There are 155 million life insurance policy holders in this country.
They have paid their hard-earned money into allegedly safe insurance company
investments. Life insurance is part of every family's balanced portfolio of
investments.
Should not, especially since some of the giants like Equitable, Travel
ers, and I.C.H. Corp. have recently begun to falter (although they are in no way
near defaulting), the federal government be as concerned about protecting life
insurance "depositors," as ftey have now become in protecting those who
choose to put their money in savings and loans?

Industry Court
Erin Madison Ltd. recently completed "Industry Court" in Chino. The
project is comprised of six concrete tilt-up buildings representing 344,000 sq.
ft. of space. AIP Commercial Brokerage has been responsible for the sale of
three of the buildings, announcing that the three remaining buildings, ranging
in size from 60-90,000 sq. ft. are available for lease and sale. AIP Commercial
Brokerage of Rancho Cucamonga serves the Newport Beach, greater Inland
Empire, and Orange County real estate marketplace and specializes in office
and industrial leasing, as well as commercial and investment sales.

Ratios!

Continued from page 10

Standard Office Systems To Move
Standard Office Systems, which sells and services copy and fax
machines throughout the Inland Empire, has just announced that it will
be moving its complete corporate center to a 27,703 square foot facil
ity in Redlands Corporate Center in June of 1990. Coincidentally, the
firm will shortly thereafter celebrate its 25th anniversary. The com
pany is now housed in a 13,000 square foot building they purchased in
the San Bernardino Commercenter in 1979.
Standard Office Systems is among the first tenants to occupy
Redlands Corporate Center, a 33.4 acre "Advantage Use Park," devel
oped by Community National Corporation which borders the north
side of Interstate 10 between San Bernardino and Redlands.
Joe La Greca, founder and president of Standard Office Sys
tems commented, "Our new location will double the size of Standard
Office System's current facilities, and should be able to accommodate
the growing 80 employee firm for more than 10 years. Outgrowing
facilities has been a problem in the past."
Standard was recently recognized by Minolta for maintaining
status as an "A-Rated Dealership" for the last five years. Only two
firms in the 350-dealer Minolta chain received this recognition.

wards.
Breakeven:
The Breakeven Chart is one of the singularly most useful analytical
tools of an executive. However, the chart is not easy to structure.
A simplified Breakeven analysis can be provided from a scatter plot of
revenues and income. This technique was used very effectively by a multibillion dollar conglomerate to manage cost reduction programs in its operating
divisions.
To estimate breakeven, revenue values are plotted on the horizontal axis
with the corresponding income plotted on the vertical axis. The trend line
through the data points will approximate the business' breakeven point as the
line intersects with the horizontal axis. It generates a very telling analysis of the
changing cost structure of a company as it expands and/or contracts.
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Robr lncome Falls For" '
Second Straight Quarter

Rohr Industries, Inc., which
employs about 3,200 workers at plants
in Riverside arid Moreno. Valley, re
cently reported a net decline in in
come for the second consecutive quar
ter. The aircraft parts manufacturer
reported that, in spite of a 20% in
crease in sales, earnings for the quar
ter ending July 31 dropped 8.7% to
$8.3 million, or 47 cents a,share.
The company cited a number
of factors contributing to the decline *
in revenues, including problems asso
ciated with a huge backlog of orders.
Also mentioned were higher costs
along with greater investment in new
equipment, lower interest income and
delays in new. program start-ups.
Rohr spokesman, Richard
Dolton, stated that the record number
of new orders would be a great boon to
the company in the long jun but is
causing short-term difficulties.
The increased borrowing nec
essary to finance Rohr's new projects
has caused interest expense to increase
47 percent to $10 million.. As a result.
Standard & Poor's June report down
graded the company's ability to repay
its $265 million in debt.

SDC Development Sells
Pacific Gate Acreage

SDC Development of New
port Beach has sold 28 acres in On
tario to General American Life Insur
ance Company of St. Louis, MO, for
$7.43 million. The land, part of the
110 acre Pacific Gate/East Gate spe
cific plan, is located immediately ad
jacent to the Ontario -Airport and the
intersection of the San Bernardino (I10), Pomona (60) and Devore (15)
Freeways.
Great American purchased the
land along with SDC's^development
plan for 13 industrial buildings total
ing 537,000 square feet. The build
ings range in size from 20;000 to
90.000 sq^uare feet.
Bill Heim of Cushman &
Wakefield's Ontario office repre
sented both SDC and Great American
in the transaction.
SDC Development is a diver
sified commercial real estate develop
ment firm specialising in retail- and
industrial properties. The company
currently has more than 1,000 acres of
industrial and retail development
underway in California, Arizona and
Nevada.

Bank of Redlands Promotes
Management Team
Kraig Westra, president and
CEO of Community Bank of Redlands, recently annouriced that Wil
liam E. "Scott" Burger has been
named president of the Bank of Redlands, which is owned by Community
Bank.
Westra also stated that Jack B.
Cummings has been promoted to ex
ecutive vice president. Susan A.
Martin has been promoted to senior
vice president and will be responsible
for loan administration.
Burger joined Bank of Redlands in 1984 in-commercial lending
and has served as vice president/man
ager of the bank's Yucaipa,»San Ber
nardino and Redlands offices. He is a
graduate of San-Diego State Univer
sity and a Redlands resident.
Cummings, a 35-year resident
of the Inland area^ joined the bank in
1981. He has been serving as senior
vice-president .and director of marketipg. He earned a baccalaureate and
master's degree from the University
of Redlands.
Martin, a Redlands resident,
has twenty years' experience in b^-<
ing and was promoted to vice presi
dent/loan administrator for Bank of
Redlands in 1988. She began working
for the bank in 1986.
Bill Diethrich, who has been
serving as pre^sident of the Inland
Diyisjonrhas rej;igned to pursue other
interests.
Bill Blatnick, founding presi
dent and chairman emeritus of Bank
of Redlands, stated he was enthusias
tic about the strong banking team se
lected to provide -direction for the
organization in the months ahead.

Progressive Printers Hires
Computer Expert

Micah Berry has been -ap
pointed Data Base Publishing Coordi
nator at Progressive Printers,
Montclair, according to a recent an
nouncement by Allen Smith, owner.
A business management ma
jor at Cal-State Fullerton, Berry has
been actively involved in the com
puter field for seven years. He was
formerly associated with the West
Texas Council of Governments, El
Paso, Texas, as a data base specialist.
Berry's new responsibilities
include marketing and coordinating
the firm's new loose-leaf manual and
soft-covered book department. He
will work with customers in utilizing
Section 89
data
from their mainframe, micro or
Continued from page 14
personal computers to produce fin
relief. Mr. Rostenkowski has relented ished products.
Progressive Printers, in busi
somewhat on this issue in his budget ness locally
for 20 years, also pro
reconciliation package.
vides
typesetting,
printing, binding
Although I would prefer to see
and
fulfillment
services.
a complete repeal of Section 89, it
appears that we will reach a compro
mise which will be much more palat Gerard's
able than the original law. I believe
Continued from page 13
it is crucial that^ regardless of the final
rules, implementation be delayed at
Gerard's French Restaurant at
least until next year.
9814 Magnolia, Riverside: (714) 687It is .unfortunate that during a 4882.
time when the numbers of uninsured is
Chef, Albert Kramer, who, by
reaching crisis proportions, we are im the way, is also the owner of Gerard's,
plementing laws which only serve to has brought a taste of France to River
inhibit access to health care. Instead side. Please note that, to avoid disap
of coming up with backdoor tactics pointment, reservations are almost a
for taxing employee health benefits, must and dinner is served Tuesday
we should be putting our energy into through Sunday till 9:00 p.m. only.
developing strategies for expanding Albert has put his own stamp on the
heith care coverage to all Americans. kitchen while offering all the standard
French and continental dishes in the
By Congressman Brown who
true classic style. Desserts are a must
represents the California 36th
and are as sinful as they look. Yes, 1
District, including portions of
will go back, no I was^ not disap
Riverside, San Bernardino, Jurupa,
pointed; however, Gerard's did not
Fontana and Ontario.
"knock my socks off."

September 18 - October 17,1989
Open'Board Meeting
On October 11, 1988, from
11:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., the Merchants
and Manufacturers Association of the
Inland Empire will be holding an "All
Member
Board Meeting" at the On
Ronald Quon has been named
tario
Airport
Hilton. This meeting
Project Manager at Nu West Compa will be open to
non-member compa
nies, a full-service commercial real nies in the Inland Empire.
estate company that conducts busi
The featured speaker
ness throughout Southern California. wiU be Robert B. Hill, partner in the
Quon will oversee the development of law firm of Parker & Dolly. Mr. Hill
the Gateway Shopping Center in La
is a certified specialist in workers'
Verne.
compesation law. His law firm exclu
Quon comes to Nu West after sively represents management, insur
several years' experierice with local ers and self-insured administrators.
developers. He also has twenty years Mr. Hill's speech to (he group is en
of international experience as presi
dent and CEO of a large export com titled, "Workers' Compensation into
pany which does manufacturing in the 1990's."
Asia. Nu West is rapidly expandi% Hospftality Training
its ventures with Asian investors and Center...
recently began the Japanese segment
Continued from page 17
of its Pacific Rim operations.
Company will also sponsor a
'
'
*
'
$650,000
research project to study
Health Care Alt...
energy consumption and efficiency in
Continuedfrom page 14
food service facilities at the Center. It
corporation
currently
paying is well-known that the hospitality in
$100,000 in premiums (an approxi dustry, and especially food prepara
mate figure where conversion to Self- tion facilities, are among the highest
Funding seems to work best) will consumers of electrical power
benefit from the concept. In addition, ^ongst all industries. "Restaurants
if a corporation insured* for cata are the most energy-intensive of all
strophic losses only, and'injects more Edison's commercial customers,"
control over their cash flow by not says Larry Hamlin, Edison's Manger
pre-paying liabilitiesi then great of Research. "This project will pro
strides have .been taken toward im vide additional information on how
proving the dignity of corporate health
they use energy as well as data on
care.
I have earlier stated that there what methods can be us6d to create the
is no one answer to the exorbitant most energy efficient restaurant."
Cornell University in Ithaca, New
price tag health care currently carries.
York,
has long been recognized as
In the same vein, I would never say
that SelfiFunding is the only answer having the premier hospitality educa
for coipbrate benefits—but it is a gdbd tion program in the country. The fac
one. A" full discussion of Self-Fund ulty, students and administration at
ing is not possible in the scope of this, Cal Poly, Pomona, have long stopped
article. However, in a period when the calling themselves "Cornell West".
expense of health care is often beyond They fully expect the Collins Center
the scope of corporate affordability, will soon render Cornell's School of
can any workable alternative be ex Hotel and Restaurant Management
cluded as a possibility?
"Cal Poly East".

Quon Named Nu West
Project Manager

BUSINESS SERVICES
Home & Office Interiors
(714) 981-7662
is desigii

space planning
GEN. L i e 5 7 6 2 8 7
furnishings
window treatments
surface treatments
purchasing
expediting
installation supervision

1182 North Padua Ave., Suite45

WE CAN MAKE YOUR
PHONES RING!!
BUSINESS • CELLUIAR
• RELIABLE SAME DAY SERVICE •.
• AUTOMATIC ANSWERING MACHINES
• FAX MACHINES • PAGERS -MILOG'

Upland, CA 91786

-AUIHORIZED
DEinieuToii FOX'

miLQD

WE OFFER
RENTAL, LEASE
AND PURCHASE PROGRAMS

-COME SEE OUR
WORKING SHOWROOM
AT

ULTRA COMMUNICATION
CENTER
(714)

371-7504

. SALES • SERVICE • INSTALUTION
350 S MAPLE. UNIT E. CORONA, CA. 91720
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THE BUSINESS EVENT OF 1989
is Coming to the Inland Empire
presented by
FUTURE
ACHIEVEMENT
CORPORATION

I

INLAND EMPIRE

I

business pumal
"No one covers Inland Empire business like The Business Journal'

T>«<a4r> nwwg*

featuring

ROGER DAWSON
BUSINESS
NEGOTIATIONS
"The Secrets of
Professional Negotiating
Monday, October 2nd
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Red Lion Inn — Ontario, CA

Leading Author Woridwide for the
Nightingale-Conant Corporation

(Empire Ballroom)
VOlTWILL LEARNT

THE FACTS AND STAGES
OF NEGOTIATIONS

•

LfNDERSTANDING POWR,
INFORMATION AND TIMiE,

TACTICS AND COUNTER TACTICS
OF NEGOTIATING

•

HIDDEN MEANING
IN -CONVERI^TION.

NEGOTIATING GAMBITS

•

PERSDNALITY TYPES

PARTIAL,CLIENTELE LIST:

AT&T • Assoc. General Contractors • Building Industry Assoc. • Century 2^
Coldwell Banker • Grubb.& Ellis • Harris/3M
IBM • Mayors of California • MCI
PacTel •. Unisys
Xerox

Achieving Success in the 90's... Negotiating.•• the #1 Essential Bnsiness Skill
J

One Day Only •• Monday, October 2nd
Register Today!
CaU (714) 923:7170

Hurry, Seating is Lirhited!
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We guarantee MQ long distance
quality in the Inland Empire.
If you haven't experienced MCF
service recently we're confident it
can satisfy all your demands.
So confident; in fact; we're
guaranteeing it.
Just sign up fdr any of a variety
of MCI services before December 31. And;if you're
not satisfied with our quality and service-—within
90 days of installation—we'll pay to switch you
back to your existing service!
So why wait. Sign up with MCI today
\bu have nothing to lose. Arid everything
to gam.
Call your local
MCI representative at
820-0172 ortoll-free
at 1-800-727-9624.
us show you"w
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Let

*Spedfic terms of offer vary by product.

(0 MCI Communications Corporation. 1989.

